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Flu Flattens Community
by Andrew Teitz
A massive flu epidemic swept
through the campus during the
week preceeding Open Period.
Over half of the student body was
ill, according to college physician
Dr. Mark Izard.
Every day during the epidemic
Dean David Winer met with Izard
to assess the situation. By midweek, Dr. Izard became worried
about the continuing spread of the
virus. After monitoring class attendance figures and observing classes, Winer and Dr. Izard determined that attendance was not
sufficiently affected to cancel classes.
Although the virus was virulent, it was not a severe strain and
most reported flu caseswere mild.
There have been few reported
instances of complications, such as
strep throat or middle ear infections. No b n e h a s been hospitalized. Only about five of the
infirmary's nine beds were used
during the week.

By the beginning of Open
Period the epedemic had peaked,
according to Dr. Izard. The infirmary, which had been swamped
with flu victims the previous week,
averaging 150 to 200 cases a day,
was being visited by a near-normal
85 students a day. The record
breaking high came on Thursday,
February 9, when 207 contacted the
infirmary. Dr. Izard estimated that
between 95 and 98 per cent of the
callers were flu victims. The
epidemic was the most severe on
campus since an Asian flu outbreak
in 1972.
One of the worst facets of the
epidemic was the "Great Blizzard
of '78, which occured right in the
middle of the epidemic. As a result
of the blizzard, nurses Ruth
Aronson and Betty Forsberg worked from 8:00 a.m. on Monday until
3.00 p.m., Tuesday. The two
worked together until midnight on
Monday, then worked in shifts so
that each could grab a few hours
sleep. One of the nurses said that.

"we were so busy in here that we
hardly noticed the storm."
The nurses were finally taken
home on Tuesday by the National
Guard, which also brought in the
next shift. Nurse Lucy Lemanski
worked a double shift on Tuesday,
February 7, as did nurse Gail
Brown on Wednesday, February 8.
Izard was able to be at Trinity
each day of the snow emergency,
although one night he was forced to
take an ambulance home from
Hartford Hospital.
The Security staff ventured out
to get needed fresh linen, drugs,
and medical supplies, which were
in critically low supply on Wednesday.
"By the time this article goes to
press most of the campus should be
healthy again, predicted Izard.
However, having had this strain of
the flu provides no immunity
against the new Russian-strain flu.
Izard thinks that an outbreak of
Russian Flu is unlikely this year
since it is pretty late in the season.

SGA-Protests Reshuffle
by Barbara Grossman
Classes cancelled because of
the Blizzard of 1978 were made up
during Open Period, despite the
strong student opposition displayed at an SGA protest meeting
held Wednesday, February 8. The
decision, made by Dean Nye, was
backed up by Dean Spencer at an
administration — SGA meeting the
following morning.
Student proposals to make up
the time in May were considered by
Nye and Spencer, but were rejected
because, in the words of Dean
Spencer, "May is the least productive teaching time of the year."
An Unprecedented Situation
The two deans stressed that this
was the first time the College had
faced such severe weather conditions since President Jacobs established the current "always-open"
policy.
Since 1963, the policy of the
College has been to stay open on all
scheduled class days, and Trinity
has adhered to that policy with
great success. On February 7th and
8th however, the school was at the
mercy both of the worst storm in
thirty years and of Governor
Grasso's driving ban.
Therefore, after informally polling about. one hundred faculty
members, Nye made what he then
felt was the best decision.
Nye Speaks to Students
When President Seth Price
learned of the decision, he decided
to turn the already scheduled SGA
meeting into an open protest
meeting. He later said that had no
regular meeting been planned, an
emergency meeting would have
been called.
At Price's invitation, Nye came
to explain his decision to the many
students who crowded Alumni
Lounge. Although the meeting
conflicted with an appearance by
Jerry Rubin, it was the most
heavily attended SGA meeting in
the last two years.

Nye began the meeting by
reading the Curriculum Committee's statement on the purpose of
Open Period, which says that it is
not to be considered a vacation
period. Nye felt that he could not
be sympathetic towards students
who would have to change their
travel plans.
The administration, he said,
was worried that class time lost due
to the two large blizzards this
winter might hurt Trinity's ability
to maintain its academic standing.
Many classes, especially those with
labs, were seriously hurt by the lost
time.
While Nye realized that no
arrangement would please everybody, he felt t h a t ' 'the educational
process would be best served by
shortening Open Period." He
added that it would be unfair to
shorten the Spring Vacation or
Reading Days. The date of Commencement cannot be changed.
Two Days is Not the Issue
Although some students doubted that two days of missed classes
would make a difference, it soon
became apparent that most were
willing, if not eager, to make up the
work missed. As Price said, "I
don't think students want to drop
the two days, we just want them at
a more convenient time."
Several students pointed out
that it would be far easier for
students to alter plans made for the
Spring Vacation, than for Open
Period, which was only three days
away. Nye replied that he did not
feel that he could keep the full
Open Period, at the expense of
legitimately made vacation plans.
SGA member Joe Troiano said
that students who had planned to
work during Open Period were the
ones being penalized. He pointed
out that SAGA workers had put in
extra hours because of the snow
days, and would now lose even
more time.
Other students brought up

legitimate reasons for leaving
campus during Open Period. Ellen
Sibley, '81, mentioned doctors'
appointments at home which could
Continued on Page 3.

De«p aaow conttageg to be a M b r ofeM <m
England's long hard winter drags on. Record snowfalls are making
even dedicated snow freaks wonder if there can be too much of a good
thing.
photo by Scott M Leventhal

Discrimination: Quiet Quandary
by Dick Dabling and
Alan Levine

In the second and concluding portion of the
Tripods investigation of discrimination at Trinity,
the Tripod persents the perspectives of Thomas
Champ, Instructor in History and Intercultural
Studies, Donna Irish, Assistant Director of
Admissions, John Taylor, Director of Financial
Aid, members of La Voz Latina, and students Alain
Levanho, Darryl Harris, and Althea Leidy.

Althea Leidy
Althea Leidy is a senior and as a Hispanic
student, she is one of the few members of La Voz
Latina (LVL). In fact, she is its public relations
representative and she apparently feels that the
small Hispanic population at Trinity can 'use a
great deal of support from the school, very little of
which they are receiving.
She says she has not been blatantly discriminated against, especially by her professors. On the
contrary, most have been very understanding of
her position as a minority student on campus.
Many students, however, she has found to be
naive or close-minded.
LVL has as one of its main purposes the aim to
make the campus aware of and interested in the
Latin culture. All its activities are geared toward
this goal and its meetings are open to everyone.
Leidy does not know if their activities fail to attract
other students because they are fearful, uncomfortable about not fitting in or just not interested.
Leidy pointed out difficulties her group has had
with the Budget Committee. She says it has
generally been reluctant to grant them funds
because they do not appeal to most students, even
though they are trying to. An inevitable example of
the helplessness that LVL feels is the infamous
Robert Klein episode. LVL had arranged for the
Ballet Hispanico to appear here, but the

competition that Klein offered undermined their
effort to expose students to the Latin culture.
Leidy mentions that the Hispanic students have
been having problems with the Admissions Office.
Each year they see the number of Latin students
applying and being admitted shrink further. She
says that the Class of '78 entered with a very large
minority population and there were some
difficulties among these students involving grades
and other matters. Most of those Hispanic
students who entered will be graduating though.
She feels her class was "probably an experimental
group" and because of the problems, the school
has cut back since.
The Administration's position, she says, is that
the Hispanic students are not doing their part in
the recruiting effort. She declares that this is not
really the students' responsibility, although they
are willing to help. Also, she senses a feeling that
the Administration considers them a risk because
they feel they have to lower their standards to
accept them. Unless the admissions process is
changed and large-scale recruitment begins, Leidy
fears Hispanic enrollment will continue to decline.
She considers the President's Council for
Minority Students "all talk, no action." They have
big plans like changing the curriculum and hiring
more minority faculty, but these changes "are not
even in the process of being made real." She feels
that the Administration is too conservative and is
frightened of taking the first decisive step.
Althea Leidy exclaims, "The recruitment
system is screwed up." She has the feelirig theAdmissions staff feels there are no worthwhile
students from inner-city schools. As an inner-city
student herself, she admitted it was not easy
starting out here. "Coming here was quite a
difference, but I wasn't looking for any handouts,"
Trinity should seek out minority students with a
lot of initiative, who understand what they are
getting into by coming here, "just like any other
student."
Continued on Page 5.

Snow Sculpture Victors Proclaimed

A dlstingnlshed Jory evaluates Amanda Brown and Mark O'Connor's "Dragon." "Dragon" won the
T.A. Smith prize in last week's snow sculpture compitition.

News Analysis

by Sarah Fried
What was it that transformed
the Mather and main quads of
February 9 into the outdoor
galleries of February the 10th? A
sudden creative urge, desires for
fame and fortune, elves? Actually it
was the "Traditional All-College
First Heavy Snow-fall Snow
Sculpting Contest.
Quietly announced by a note in
the mail box, news of the contest
did not cause any mad dashes for
shovels, a meager three sculptures
in progress at 10:00 p.m. the night
before. Yet, by 3:00 Friday the
panel of judges was confronted
with 14 glistening monuments,
many of which had been
miraculously constructed within
two hours. This represented a great
improvement over last y e a r ' s
turnout, probably due to the better
snow, conditions.
Judging the contest were:
President Lockwood, Deans Nye
and Winer, Tina Dow, Director of
college housing and
Alice
O'Connor, editor, the Tripod. Their
decisions were based, among other
things, on "originality of subject,
stylistic clarity and snow deftness."
Although they had planned to

award only a first prize, impressed
by the quality and quantity of the
sculptures, second and third prizes
as well as honorable mentions and
a special award were given. The
contest results are as follows: First
prize to Sarah Fried, Jim Rotondo
and Jim Shepard for "The Dozing
Cat", second prize to the Chapel
singers 'creation "For What Ales
You", third prize to Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity for the Trinity
Bantam, Honorable mentions went
to David Houle and Charles Moore
for "Kong" and to an unknown
artist for "The Frog". The Thomas
Aloysisus Smith Prize went to the
"Dragon's" creators, Amanda
Brown and Mark O'Connor.

Concert Vote
On Wednesday February 22 an
all school referendum will be held
concerning the possibility of holding a major concert on campus this
spring. A serious financial commitment is required to put on the
concert and the referendum will
address that point. It is urged by
SGPB, the concert organizers, that
all students vote tomorrow.

Rubin-Riles Remonstrative Rabble
by questions which were often lecture that "I'm a '70's person,"
thinly-veiled accusations. "Why This ambiguity over Rubin's view
aren't you active now?" one of the 70's was the source of most
listener asked. The feeling by the of the questions and criticism he
audience that Rubin had deserted received.
the cause and ideals for which he
Rubin seemed most comhad fought previously was ap- fortable talking about the 1960's,
parent.
recalling past glory and invoking
"The power of myth is the key past revolutionaries.
"In the '60's people had an
to understanding the 1960's,"
proclaimed Rubin, and "the myth opportunity to join a movement to
that' students could change the charige'the world," Rtibiri said. He
listeners that "1 must be real to who world" was the foundation for the quoted Che Guevara as telling him
I am," explaining that he had to student movement. A sense of in the early '60's that American
change with the times.
commitment and mission drove college students had the best
Rubin prefaced over an hour of activists and protesters.
potential for change because "You
anecdotes in a nostalgic account of
"We were ready to die...and people are in the middle of the
the 60's from the birth of the when you're ready to die, you've beast."
Berkeley Free Speech Movement chosen to live," Rubin told the
This was also Rubin's own
in 1964 to the decline of "The audience. He contrasted this spirit feeling, and he felt that he had not
Movement" by stating that it was with the "70's, which he termed really been an outside agitator of
"unfortunate something so real and "The Decade of Survival."
students, as his opponents have
sacred has become anecdotes and
"The '70's are a mystery to me," said, but that he had only brought
nostalgia."
Rubin said early in the evening, yet students to act on things that they
While certain listeners were emphasized at the conclusion of his •would have done on their own.
quite pleased- to hear student
movement victories of the 1960!s
humorously retold by one of its
stars, a great many listeners
questioned the sincerity of the
speaker, and at the very least were
women.
perplexed.
She will also field questions
It was those members of the
from the audience.
audience who admired Rubin's role
j, Milla B. Riggio, .assistant
If you have ever had any sort of
fa) the '60's, which he described in professor of English, will present
questions or problem involving
complete detail, that were most the fourth Horizons lecture of the
consumer credit - who hasn't? - we
severely critical of the Rubin who semester tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the
urge you to attend.
faced them on February 8 in the Washington Room. Riggio will
Open to the public.
Washington Room. As a member lecture on "Structures and Styles:
1
of the Chicago Seven, a leader of Cultural Dimensions of Literary
the Viet Nam protest movement, Analysis."
Jerry Rubin represents a myth that
She received her B.A. in 1962
dies hard.
from
Southern
Methodist
Frequently
during
his University and an A.M. in 1966 and
presentation Rubin was interrupted ' a PhD. in 1972 from Harvard
Harvey Guthrie, the Dean of
University. Riggio has taught at
the Episcopal Divinity School and
Trinity since 1973.
The TRINITY TRIPOD, Vol. 76
a well-known Old Testament
Issue 17, Feb. 21, 1978. The
scholar, will lead a retreat sponTRIPOD is published weekly
sored by the Chapel on February
on
Tuesdays,
except
24th and 25th. Dean Guthrie will
vacations,
during
the
also preach at the morning Chapel
academic year.
Student
service at 10:30 a.m. on,Sunday,
subscriptions are included in
The Women's Club of Trinity
February 26th.
'
the student activities fee;
College will present a program
Guthrie, a native Californian, is
other subscriptions are $12.00
entitled "Women and Credit," at
both Professor of Old Testament
per year. The TRIPOD is
the Boyer Auditorium, Life
and Dean of the Episcopal Divinity
printed by the Palmer Journal
Sciences C e n t e r on Tuesday,
School in Cambridge. He is the
Register, Palmer, Mass., and
February'21, 1978 at 7:00 p.m.
author of several works and also a
published at Trinity College,
contributor to the Interpreter's
Mrs. Kay Leone, Assistant
Hartford, Connecticut, under
Treasurer, Branch Manager of the Dictionary of Bible, he/ is a well
th« Act o£ March 3, 1879.
known and respected preacher and
Founders Plaza Office of CBT will
Advertising rates are $2.10 per
a progressive leader in the
present general
information
column Inch, $37, per quarter
regarding such problems as ap- Episcopal Church.
page, $72 per half page, and
Further information about the
plying for credit and mortgages and
$128 for a full-page.
will describe what the Equal Credit Chapel Retreat and the sign-up list
Opportunity Act has done for may be obtained in the C haplain's

by Gary Abramson
"And then I thought: I am a
fool, who am I kidding?" If Jerry
Rubin has a justification for the
contrast between his radicalism of
the • 1960's and his passivity of the
1970's, this statement made at his
recent lecture here is, it.
As supporters and critics of
Rubin-spent over three hours trying
•S, tf£3Q&&S$fr $V^pa*t an* the pres-

"They were, waiting for me to
express what they felt," he claimed.
What the students
felt,
according to Rubin, was the injustice of war, the meaninglessness
of school, and boredom. Yet the
direction that the student activism
took can be at least partially attributed to the rhetoric Rubin
espoused in campus speeches. He
told the audience that "if this was
the '60's and I-have a speech," that
he could count on a demonstration
or a riot afterwards.
Demonstrations were not all
pure idealism, however. "A lot of
the '60's was a new way to meet
people," said Rubin. "We were
destroying the old roles of greasers
and jocks and creating new roles:
freaks, straights, and radicals...if
you pulled out a joint you were
smoking against the war."
The more Rubin used references to the "movement," and

its apparent death in the early 70's,
the more one had the feeling that
his personal crusade seemed to him
the one with lasting significance.
He was questioned about his "lack
of any references to the civil rights
movement which had been in
progress years before the Berkeley
Free Speech movement, as well as
the urban movement of the 70's.
For Rubin, one could pay Jip
service to these non-student run
movements, but the, great betveto
of his own political activism were
the changes in attitudes towards
government and people's ability to
change the system. While•'he ad-,
vocates entering "the system" in
the present which he found "impossible to deal with rationally" in
the 1960's, he sees the great success
of the activism 'which he helped
generate as bringing an end to the
Viet Nam War sooner than would
have been possible without the
protest movement.

Campus Notes

Horizons Lecture

EDS Preacher

Consumer Credit

Office. It will begin with dinner on
February 24th and end with dinner
on Saturday, the 25th. It will take
place down at a Conference
Center in Ivoryton, Connecticut.

Phonothon
Places are • still available for
students who want to participate in
the third Alumni Fund phonothon
next week. Students, alumni, and
parent
volunteers will
be
telephoning across the country to
raise needed funds for this year's
academic'program.
A successful
fund-raising
campaign this year will win an
additional $105,000 for the
College, thanks to a challenge
grant from the Charles A. Dana
Foundation on Greenwich, Conn.
The phoiiothoris are open to all
students who want to help, Anyone
•wishing to join should contact one
of the fours student coordinators:
Heidi M. Green, Box 522; Kenneth
Grossman, Box 748; Alexander M .
Moorrees, Box 818; Deborah J.
Sikkel, Box 623, or contact Alfred
C. Burfeind, Assistant Director of
Development, in Downes 203, or at
College extension 462.

Youth Panel
"The Problem of Youth Employment in the Inner City" will be
the subject of a panel discussion to
be held at Trinity College in Wean
Lounge on Thursday, March 9 at
8:00 p.m. The program is sponsored by Trinity Hillel and the
Urban and Environmental Studies.
The public is invited to attend.
The panel will deal with the
problem of urban youth unemployment which is at dangerously
high levels and will review the
problems as well as highlight the
complexities posed by proposed
solutions. The participants are
local community leaders working
in the field.
The discussants include John
Alschuler, Assistant City Manager,
City of Hartford; Ben Andrews,
Executive Director, Connecticut
NAACP;
Morton
Coleman,
President, Greater
Hartford
Process; Dick Jackson, Director ot
Community Relations, the Hartford Insurance Group; George
Richmond, Coordinator of Career
Education, Hartford Board ot
Education; Tony Soto, Executive
Director, 'LA CASA'.
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Dean Refuses To Revoke Decision

of the
prizes

1

r

coat, from p a g e 1
not be easily changed. She was told
that she could get a d e a n ' s excuse.
Many were angered that the
decision had been m a d e without
consulting any students. Ron Kaufman, '79, asked why Nye, while
calling 100 faculty
members,
hadn't also tried to contact SGA
President Price. Nye responded, " I
could have, but it was t h e nature of
the deed to be a r b i t r a r y . " He
added that in t h e future, student
government leaders will be consulted.
Fall Open Period a Vacation

When asked how he could
justify cutting t h e Spring Open
Period when the Curriculum Committee had just lengthened the Fall
Open Period, Nye m a d e t h e rather
startling remark that " t h e fall
Open Period is, in fact, a vacation." He clarified this r e m a r k at

an interview the following day.
Nye said that while many
faculty members have wanted to do
away with the fall Open Period
because it,is treated as a vacation,
he feels that students need the
break in the pressured fall calendar. In the spring, on the other
hand, students have a regular
vacation. Spring Open Period
should therefore be used for
academic work.
Alternate Plan Proposed
Several students suggested alternate plans for making up the
snow days, including shortening
reading days and the exam period.
Price's idea, which avoided shortening study time, was greeted with
applause by the students attending.
Price suggested that classes
should end two days later than was

Aetna Makes Grant
by Bill Adler
The Aetna Foundation, a newly
funded agency of Aetna Life and
Casualty of Hartford, has awarded
Trinity $100,000 for its ten year old
Student Internship Program. This
grant was the result of a successful
$12 million Trinity fund-raising
effort known as the Campaign for
Trinity Values.
According to Constance Ware,
the Director of Development in
charge of fund-raising at Trinity,
the insurance company has been
very generous to the college for the
past few years. She stated that
Aetna "takes corporate social
responsibility very seriously."
Because of Aetna's interest in
the community, the money was
granted specifically for the internship program which coordinates volunteer, credit-bearing
activities for students at agencies
and organizations in the Hartford
regjon. This grant marks the first
time in which any outside funding
has been used for internships.
Aetna maintains a separate
fund for charitable contributions.
In the past, Trinity has been the
single largest beneficiary of Aetna's
Matching Gifts Program. To
qualify for these gifts, Trinity must
match Aetna's endowments with a
certain percentage of its own
funds.

The $100,000 grant was made in
November of 1977. A portion of it
will be spent maintaining Keats
Jarmpn's position as the part time
internship coordinator. Funds will
also go towards the payment of
stipends to students working in the
community
on
work-study
projects.
Ivan Backer, Director of
Graduate Studies and Community
Education elaborated on the
significance of the grant: "Trinity
students are fortunate to be in an
urban setting where they can learn
by practical experience how
private
and • governmental
organizations function. The Aetna
Foundation has ensured that we
will be able to continue to expand
the internship program, to the
mutual benefit of students and the
Hartford community."
The "Campaign for' Trinity
Values, through which the grant
was solicited, was initiated in
January of 1975 and reached its
fund-raising goal of $12 million last
summer. Alumni, parents, corporations and foundations, and
friends of the colleger were
solicited during the campaign. The
funds raised will augment the
college's endowment, increase
financial aid funding, provide for
new construction, and the improvement of many facets of the
college's life.

number of students who would year's flu as "widespread and
have to miss classes, Spencer serious." He said that it was
reminded him that these students impossible to tell as yet if the
would not be penali2ed as Trinity epidemic had peaked, or was still
allows unlimited cuts. Price felt on the rise.
that Spencer's response ignored
Winer said that he was not
the educational needs of students involved in the decision to hold
who would be forced to miss class.
classes during Open Period. H«
Spencer, questioned on this neither praised nor criticized the
point in a phone interview, said plan.
"Students can choose whether or Future Action
not to go to classes on Monday and
While Dean Nye and many
Tuesday. People do miss classes all students agreed that in the future
the time. We are not suggesting provision should be made for snow
that there is a perfect solution. Life days, Dean Winslow did not. At an
is full of perils and contingencies." interview Thursday, the dean, who
What About the Flu?
has final authority over calendar
It was pointed out at both changes, said that permanent
meetings that many students are provision should not be made for
tired now, because they are such an unusual set of circumsuffering from the flu. Neither stances. He does feel that students
Spencer nor Nye seemed to con- should be involved in future
sider this as serious a problem as emergency decisions of this type.
end-of-term-fatigue.
Either student members nf thp
Nye, when questioned on this Curriculum Committee or SGA
point at a Thursday interview, said members should be contacted.
that "There is a certain amount of
Winslow said that he was not
it around, but the people who were involved in the decision to hold
out playing touch football in two classes over Open Period; he
feet of snow weren't sick."
attended the Thursday morning
Their exuberance was excep- meeting merely as a calendar
tional. According to Nurse Mc- consultant. He said that he susLean, during the week before Open pected that class attendance would
Period, the infirmary was treating be higher in May than over Open
150-170 people daily, 95-98% of Period.
whom had the flu. She added that it Price Still Hopeful
was the most widespread outbreak
Price, though disappointed by
she's seen in her five years at the administration's final decision,
Trinity. Nurse Aronson, who's is optimistic about the future.
"This had one really good effect,"
been here twice as long, agreed.
Dean Winer, who was at the he said. "It was good to see so
infirmary to investigate the prob- many students show up and be
lem first-hand, described this concerned."

originally planned. Then, one day
could be made up by holding exams
on Saturday, something usually
done in the fall. The other could be
made up by eliminating one of the
three days between the end of
exam period and commencement.
As seniors are excused from finals,
senior grades, which must be in
early, would not be affected.
After another round of questioning, Nye said that he, Dean
Winslow, and others would consider the alternate proposals at a
meeting the following day. At the
suggestion of SGA Vice-President
Tami Voudouris, four SGA members (Kathy Jabbs, Jeff Long, Seth
Price, and Diane Rosentrater) were
appointed to attend.
Student Hopes Dashed
Price later said that he had left
the evening meeting feeling very
optimistic, but that this feeling
quickly changed at the meeting
"with Deans Nye, Spencer and
Winslow. Nye felt that he had
already explained his view, and
Dean Winslow attended primarily
as a calendar consultant. Therefore, Dean Spencer explained the
decision to follow Nye's original
plan.
Spencer said that by May,
students and faculty are tired, and
that the month is therefore not very
productive. Faculty and students
are psychologically better prepared
for learning in February.
"Perils and Contingencies'1
Price still had doubts about the
way the "educational process"
would be affected by the plan.
When he spoke of the large

Internships Liberate Students
After the students have chosen
the job suited to their major and
personal interests, they must
arrange an interview with the firm's
director by themselves. After
accepting a position, students must
find a faculty sponsor who will
approve the internship as credit
towards their major. When all
arrangements have been made,
students are on their own in
determining how much work they
will put into their internship
project.
Daniel Kahn, a psychology
major, is working for the
Newington Childrens Hospital. He
is a tutor for 14 and 15 year olds,
"who couldn't make it in public

by Diane Hunlceler
Sitting in classrooms as a
college student for four years is a
very frustrating way to learn for
some people. Many students would
rather learn through experience in
the field of their interests. For this
reason, Trinity College offers an
internship program in which
students can work as interns in
downtown Hartford, or its
surrounding area. These internships provide credit towards
the student's major.
Keats Jarmon, the internship
coordinator, counsels the interested students. Her office is
Seabury 43C. She has the lists and
descriptions of the available jobs.

Biology Professor Hospitalized

Professor John Simmons

by Bill Adler
Afflicted with a severely
complicated case of viral hepatitis,
Dr. John Simmons of the biology
department was admitted to
Hartford Hospital on the weekend
of February 4th. Viral hepatitis is a
disease of the liver caused by a
contagious virus.
Factors complicating the
hepatitis include hemolytic
. anemia, kidney failure, hiccups and
indigestion. Hemolytic anemia is a
condition involving the destruction
of red blood cells. These cells carry
oxygen from the lungs to various
parts of the body. Professor
Simmons was given a transfusion of
concentrated red cells to alleviate
this condition.
The disease affected Dr.
Simmons suddenly, according to
Dr. Frank Child, a friend of Dr.
Simmons and a professor of
biology at Trinity. Dr. Simmons
thought he had contracted the
omnipresent flu on Monday,
January 30th,. when he came to
teach an 8:30 class. Dr. Simmons
missed his classes on Wednesday
and entered the hospital on Friday
or Saturday.
Dr. • Simmons'
personal
physician is Dr. Mark Izard, who
also serves Trinity's infirmary. Dr.

Izard remarked that the danger of
students becoming infected with
viral hepatitis is minimal. The virus
is not normally airborne. It can be
ingested orally, that is from food or
utensils from which the diseased
person has eaten. It can also be
contracted through the bloodstream from direct contact of the
germ with an open cut.
Dr. Izard stated that he would
only recommend immunization to
the victim's immediate family or to
someone who had shared his food
within the past several weeks.
Dr. Izard stated that Dr.
Simmons' condition is improving.
He is now able to see visitors. It
was recommended by Dr. Frank
Child for students to consider Dr.
Simmons' weakened condition
when contemplating a visit. He
emphasized Dr. Simmons' need for
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Professor Child will be teaching
Professor Simmons" courses until a
replacement can: be found. Dr.
Simmons should be discharged
from the hospital by April and will
resume teaching next semester. A
more detailed report of his physical
condition is ;osted outside Room
236 in the Life Science building.
Any other information in addition
to this can be obtained from
Professor Child, not Dr. Izzard.

schools." Dan usually works
Mondays and Wednesdays from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. helping Spanish
American children to learn English
and Math. He keeps a log every
day, and will use this material to
write a paper about his experiences. As a freshman, Dan
found it hard to get permission to
do an internship. "I kept pushing
and bugging," and "found Keats
Jarmon very receptive,"
Another psychology major,
Maggie Alfelder, is working for a
service which provides information
to the elderly in the low income
Asylum Hill area. Maggie will assist
her sponsor in visiting and
counseling senior citizens, as well
as referring them to the medical
and political channels open to
them.
Maggie obtained the names of
different centers from Keats
Jarmon, wrote them letters, and
arranged interviews. Her sponsor is
Dr. Fink. Maggie will also keep a
journal, and write a paper iit the
end of the semester. She feels
satisfied because she is "doing
something instead of reading about
it."
Hartford's elderly are also being
helped by Bill Adler, who is
working for the Services Performed with Aging (SPA). The
service provides free lunches,
sponsors trips, movies, and parties
for the elderly. Bill talks to these
older people about their public
transportation problems and
presents these needs as input issues
to state representatives at coalition
meetings, Later, Bill "follows the
proposed bills through the
legislature and reports back to SPA
on the bill's progress."
X^
is a history major,
he^ has Professor Neaverson from
the Political Science department as
his sponsor. Bill feels that "you
don't realize what community
problems exist and how the
government bureaucracy works
until you are involved in the
process. "BiU speaks for most
interns when he said, "You can't
get this type of education from a •
classroom course."

Trinity Interns Study Vermont Legislature
dinated the exchange program
Taking advantage of an "open Professor Clyde D. McKee, J r
week" (February 15-17) during Director of the Trinity College
which there were no scheduled Legislative Internship Program,
classes, students in the Trinity said, "For many years we have
College Legislative Internship Pro- recognized the need for comparagram studied the Vermont Legis- tive analysis of state legislative
lature in action. The Trinity interns systems. But this is the first time in
spent three days meeting with ten years we have been able to put
Governor Richard A. Snelling, Lt. together a program to pursue this
Governor T. Garry Buckley, key goal. It will be an excellent
legislators and the heads of several educational experience. Vermont
administrative agencies.
was populated by emigrants from
They observed both the Ver- our state and called 'New Connectimont House and Senate in session cut' in 1977, thus our visit has a
and analyzed legislative proce- solid historical basis,"
dures. Because Vermont's political
Arrangements are now being
tradition is very different from that made by Trinity interns to prepare
of Connecticut, particular attention a similar program for Professor
was devoted to the nature and Doyle's students, who want to
function of Vermont's political study Connecticut's General Asparties.
sembly in late April. They will use
The Trinity interns were the Perspectives of a State Legislature,
guests of Johnson State College, a new book edited by Professor
where they stayed during their McKee, as the basis for their
Vermont study-tour. Senator Wil- study. The Vermont students will
liam T. Doyle, Professor of Political stay at Trinity College during their
Science at Johnson College, coor- three-day visit to Connecticut.

Horizons
Here are the Intents fighting the hanh Vermont winter. At right Is Professor Clyde Mckee, Director of
the Internship Program. By the way, what are they laughing at?
photo by laflSicbert

Landerman Lecture

Rape Ramifications
by Deborah Buchwald
On Thursday, February 16 the
Women's Center sponsored its
second in a scries of lecture/discussions on rape and assault. The
speaker was Donna l.anderman,

fc>men k.^_ B ___ (

_r

_____ __.___}

state's responsibility to make home
bushes waiting to attack. Although
safety laws. By these laws, landthe rapists that get arrested are
lords would have to take certain
usually poor, it has been shown
steps (adequate lighting, better
that rape is a crime that tranlocks) to protect the tenants from
scends all economic and social
crime
boundaries.
In conclusion, Ms. Landerman
Furthermore, most of the atdefined rape as an example of the
tackers already know their victims
^ $n acquaintance, neighbor or way men are given power over
*~€H?feTi relative. Xn trying to diffuse ; 3Y0n\e,n tn-our society. Only.part of,
the truth about sexual assault and rape is sexual: "It is an act of
violence, a power play and a total
assailants, NWAR publishes all
violation
of one's privacy and basic
information on all assailants, no
human rights. Women can no
matter how great their power or
longer lock themselves up at night
credibility in the community may
and pray that they won't have to
be, as long as this information is
deal with the trauma of being
helpful to others.
attacked,"
stated
Landerman.
Another issue that NWAR
treats in the prevention of rape is Through groups like NWAR, they
can organize arid unite their efforts
that of home safety. Ms. Landerman stated that Connecticut's laws to take care of themselves against
rape and preserve their personal
are not safety oriented, but health
freedom, she said.
oriented. She stated that it is the

founding member of TWXR, "spoke
mostly about rape, assault and
their implications for society. She
also discussed the nature and
purpose of NWAR, a Hartford
group- that grew out of the Rape
Crisis~Service.
NWAR was started by women
who felt that more had to be done
for victims of sexual assault than
counseling. In order to fulfill this
goal, NWAR approaches rape in a
preventive way. Most of the men
who rape do it more than once,
according to Landerman. With this
fact in mind, NWAR decided that
their goal would be to publish i
monthly newsletter, informing the
Hartford women of rapes in their
community.
byBefhLevine
The newsletter lists the name of
MMifonts, locations and descripThe Interfraternity Council is
tion of the assaults. It also prints now in its second year of revival,
the names of men recently arrested
after having been discontinued a
on sexual assault charges. This number of years. This year's
information is gathered from vari- president is Alec Waugh of Psi
ous sources by the NWAR volun- Upsilon. He is replacing Jamie
teers. Ms. Landerman stated that Arnold,.'77.
the result of this kind of compiling
Waugh is now in the midst of
and releasing of such information is
that for the first time ever, women reorganizing the Council because
are being taken seriously and their one of the main complaints about
attackers are being held publicly the organization was that it was too
haphazard. He began his term by
accountable for their crimes.
With this information, women requesting every fraternity to elect
two permanent representatives
can actively prevent rapes; they
can avoid dangerous areas where who will be responsible for attendrapes and assaults are known to ing meetings and presenting their
fraternity's viewpoint.
occur frequently, and they can
This year's members are: Hank
report suspects who fit published
Bouhuys and Paul Votze, AXP; Al
descriptions.
In discussing rape and its Schmid and Sid Rowell, St. A's;
implications for society, Ms. Lan- Chris Storm and Kim Burns, AD;
derman stated: "Rape is a wo- Bill Hagan and Mark Netsch, PKA;
man's fear. How many men do you Bill Enpes and Tim McCIyde,
know who are afraid to walk .alone DKE;. Larry Moody, The Black
at night? It is a fear that is created House; and Bill McCandless, Psi
by a society that allows men to U.
Even though the Council has
perpetuate violence against wohad only two meetings this year,
• -Anijther important point that the members have already made
Ms. Landewnati made was that plans for several activities. They
there is a myth that the typical have already established an escort
rapist is from a low income level. system to and from the library. The
and probably a nut who hides in the fraternity brothers have agreed to

IFC Born Again
serve as escorts five nights a week.
They go every half hour from ten to
twelve.
The Council is also concerned
with the fact that the fraternities
compete so much with each other.
President Waugh would like to see
some coordinating of events in
order to avoid conflicts. He pointed
to last year's Spring Weekend
(when all the fraternities had an
open house) as a good example of
what a little planning can produce.
Waugh hopes to initiate some
activities which will benefit the
Hartford community as well. He
would like to see the tutoring
program continued. Last year,
every fraternity had representatives working with children at
neighborhood schools. Waugh
would also like to see a hundred
percent turnout by the fraternities
for the Bloodmobile.
One project that is now in the
works is a marathon run for charity.
Every participant will find sponsors
who will pledge so many cents for
every mile run.
The Interfraternity Council has
other projects in mind which the
members will work on as soon as
they are completely organized.

Bio Examines...Bio
by Andrew Tcitz
The Impact of Biology on
Biology was the subject of the
Horizons lecture given by Professor
Richard Crawford on February
14th. By saying the impact of
biology on biology, he was referring to the impact of mans
investigation of living systems on
living systems.
Man's inherent nature is to
observe, reason and deduce. He
then applies his knowledge for his
own benefit, according to Crawford. Prof. Crawford described four
areas in which man seeks to
manipulate the biosphere towards
this aim.
The first area is in providing
food for himself. But because of
man's failure to adhere to good soil
practice, disasters such as the
1920'sdustbowl have resulted. Nor
has man learned from his mistakes.
Even today, every year 12 to 17
million acres are becoming barren
dessert due to overgraising and
overplanting of grain.
Also side effects of mans food
production efforts such as the
pesticide DDT, have had far
reaching and unforseen effects in
the entire food chain. Mans'
actions as a hunter have also had
severe consequences, often hunting a species to total extinction,
such as is now being done to the
whale.
The second area is in the
eradication of disease. The many
"wonder" drugs together with the
use of immunization have more
than doubled man's average life
span in a 100 years. Infant
mortality, for millennia an accepted
and expected occurance, is now a
rare event. The consequence of
these events has been an explosive
growth of the human population.
There has been no time to
adjust cultural mores to the new
phenomenon, Crawford claimed.
While the population of the world
was only 1 billion a century ago, it
is now 4 billion and by the turn of
the century will probably be 7
billion.
If optimistic figures are used,
and if the population were to be
stabilized in about a century, it
would be at a level of 15 and
one-half billion. Unfortunately, according to Crawford the average
consensus of the agronomists is
that by 2,000, 7 billion people may
be able to be fed, but even that for
only a short time. Crawford pointed
out that with this prospect looming
on the horizon, all other issues
which we consider important today
are inconsequential. It will simply

be that "whoever has the poWer
will get the food."
The third area, the effort to
increase comfort, is related to the
previous two areas. For instance.
3
A of all of the DDT used was to
eradicate the mosquito so that we
wouldn't have to put up with it's
ravages on summer evenings.
The fourth area is that of
warfare. Fortunately not much has
been done is this area. But Prof.
Crawford pointed out that we still
must beware because we do have
the technology to do great damage.'
In conclusion, Prof. Crawford
restated that man has the unique
capacity to manipulate his environment. These manipulations often
go far beyond the intended results.
However as man now appears to be
developing a new heightened sensitivity to his environment, there
may still be hope for us yet.

Get Dancing'
Trinity dancers will soon have
an opportunity to get moving for a
good cause. The weekend of April /
will see a dance marathon a<
Trinity. The marathon which w
be sponsored by the Sriiden
Government Planning Board *i»
benefit the Muscular Distrophy
Association and will last for *
hours, beginning at 8:00 p.m. on
April 7th. and ending at 8:00 p.m.'
April 9th. This Thursday. Februarv
23rd, there will be a pre-registration held during the non-mea
hours at Mather near the p»s
office, and by the door of the dining
hall during meal hours. Anyone
interested can pick up an information packet.
.
The marathon will be held in
Ferris Athletic Center and two live
bands will be there to rock and ro.
with the contestants. There *t,i
also be several other events going
on, such as pie throwing coniesit .
and dance exhibitions by '
people from the Arthur Murra
dance studios. For those om
interested in politics, the m«>
will also make an appearance
Ferris.
Money will be raised by p
made to the dancers, therefore
longer they hold out. the "j
money can be raised for
_
Besides helping a good cau- •
another incentive for enter.ng tn
contest will be the fabulous p n _
awarded to the winners, include
a trip for two to an. as yet. anam
destination.
,
,nic
SGPB desperately needs pcof
to help organize the event: an>
interested in helping should
their name at pre-rcgistration.
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Subtle Discrimination Still Campus Thorn
cont. from page 1

Thomas Champ
Thomas Champ, Instructor in History and Intercultural Studies describes Trinity's problems with discrimination as a product of the college's practice of "institutional racism." According to Champ, Trinity has had a
history of policies that were exclusive toward certain
groups of people. At first, the college only admitted men,
a practice which continued until only recently.
In addition, the admissions policy at Trinity has been
geared toward the prep school student who is a member
of one of the upper income groups. The combination of
these factors has given the college a certain image that is
hardly conducive to minority students who might want to
attend the school.
Mr. Champ feels that the virtually non-existent
representation of minorities on campus cannot help but
cause blacks at Trinity to feel isolated which breeds
alienation and dissatisfaction. The college has failed to
make a serious effort to provide the type of atmosphere
that will make Trinity more desirable to blacks.
The easiest way to solve this problem is for the
college to revamp their admissions policy so that Trinity
would be firmly committed to having a more
cosmopolitan student body. A simple increase in the
number of black students, black faculty, and black,
professional staff would at least give Trinity a chance to
foster some kind of understanding between blacks and
whites. At present, the fewness of minorities at Trinity is
just too overwhelming for any serious progress to be
made.
Mr. Champ strongly emphasized that it will take a
firm committment on the part of the admissions
department to attract more minorities. He feels that an
outlay of money in addition to active recruitment of
minorities will have to be undertaken. In the long run,
this policy could improve Trinity's record of getting
students into graduate school as the schools are looking
for qualified black applicants.
Mr. Champ also emphasized his belief that a proper
liberal arts education between different races as students
will have to learn to get along with people of different
backgrounds in preparation for their post-college
careers. However, he said that institutional racism will
remain at-Trinity until the college decides to take bold
initiatives to change the makeup of the student body.

John Taylor
John Taylor, Trinity's Black director of financial aids
says he does not feel discriminated against. If he did feel
discrimination, he claims, he would npt s'ay here.
Taylor readily states that Trinity has a problem with
discrimination, but says equally quickly that the school is
working to combat it. The discrimination is "covert arid
discreet" and not open or hostile. He sees the situation
revolving around the fact that Blacks "never really made
it here." The school as a whole recognizes the problem
and is attempting to deal with whatever discrimination
does exist. Groups such as the President's Committee on
Admissions and the Financial Aid Committee, he
believes, are dealing with the issue.
In addition to student difficulties, Taylor sees the lack
of minority faculty as a major problem. The school has
trouble recruiting and retaining minority personnel and
this problem has an effect on attracting qualified
minority students.
According to Taylor, Trinity has a history of
discriminatory practices to which the college will admit.
He says that comparable schools like Wesleyan and
Amherst have gone through crisis times in race relations,
which Trinity has never had to face up to.
Taylor is aware of the effort the school is making in
terms of discrimination. He also knows of the problems
with which it has yet to come to grips. Essentially, he
sees the question now as one of commitment. How much
commitment does the school have in wanting to change
its racial situation?

La Voz Latina
The Tripod spoke with Pilar Cordova, Elpidio Caesar,
Jose Cabral, and Alain Levanho in an interview in which
all these minority students, seniors except Cabral,
expressed their views on campus discrimination.
Largely, they agreed on problems and solutions and
shared common perceptions, but agreement was not
total.
To begin, all four agreed that the situation at Trinity
is really no different from the situation in the country as a
whole. However, they discussed specific problems at the
college. They felt that the admissions procedure is
deficient in terms of minority student enrollment as well
as many of the activities that are offered here.
Cordova, Caesar and Cabral are active in La Voz
Latina and Levanho was part of the now all-but-defunct
Trinity Asian Organization. Among the difficulties they
cited were inadequate budgetary allocations, poor
attendance-at events and publicity posters torn down by

others on campus, three factors which combine to
discourage them.
As did Althea Leidy, the three students from La Voz
Latina stressed t h a t ' 'we put on events for everyone, not
just for ourselves." More than anything, they want
others to come to their activities, enjoy themselves and
learn. There is a growing concern that after the Class of
'78 graduates, La Voz Latina will die out due primarily to
a scarcity of Hispanic students.
Cordova figures that after the comparatively heavy
Hispanic senior class leaves, three juniors, one
sophomore and one freshman will remain to carry on.
And that is barely enough to fill executive positions in the
group, she says, only half-joking.
In its statistics, they say, the school includes wealthy
students from Spanish countries as Hispanic students.
However, these students do not share a similar culture
with the American and Puerto Rican Hispanic students
and are more appropriately considered international
students. Levanho says this same problem plagued TAO;
wealthy students from Asia did not always share the
interests of American-born Asian students.
They explain that the Class of '78 has so many
minority students (for Trinity) because classes before
them really worked to get larger numbers. But, they
admit there have been problems since minorities have
been visible entities on campus. Caesar guesses that
"maybe Howie Muir wanted to bring Trinity back to
'normal' once the Class of 7 8 leaves."
AH four of those interviewed say they feel tension on
campus, but any discrimination is vague and covert.
Cynically Caesar says that "everyone has to project a
liberal attitude" although he feels that the athletic
department comes very close to racism. But, this subtle
discrimination is mutual, they say, largely because of the
differences in the majority and minority cultures.
Nevertheless, Cordova comments, "My best friends are
in every group."
The question of the lowering of standards to
accomodate minorities brings out strong opinions among
this small group. They generally agree that the minority
student hasbeen the victim of a rotten primary and
secondary education and this must be taken into account
during the admissions process.
They are of equal intelligence to majority students,
"but have had worse educational backgrounds. They view
the recruitment and enrollment of minorities not as a
lowering of standards, but as a means of compensation.
Caesar feels they are working at a disadvantage in
high school. "They are ready to work at Trinity because
they are fighters and have been throughout their lives.''
All four agreed that they have comparable ability and
intelligence to white students and possess the desire to
learn and advance themselves. Simply, as Caesar puts it,
the minority student is a person "who has made the most
with the least." Further, it was a unanimous belief that
the presence of minority students enhances the whole
college community rather than lowers its standards.
Cordova says the situation has not changed in her
c
our years here. She insists that real work must finally be
done. Although the four agreed that if a student is
accepted by Trinity and a more prestigious school, it is
not surprising that he/she does not come here, they still
feel more can be done to attract the minority student.
Among the obvious attractions could be new
curricular programs and a greater number of minority
faculty. Efforts should be made, they stress, to really
recruit at inner-city schools. Very strong is the belief that
once minority students enroll they should be kept happy.
A happy student is the college's best instrument for
recruitment.

Darryl Harris
Darryl Harris is a sophomore and a resident assistant
in North Campus. He explains that his background has
prepared him for his experiences here. He went to an
all-white elementary school, which is much like Trinity in
the sense that he considers the college to be all-white.
As a child, he got into fights every week with his
white schoolmates, but oddly he never got into trouble.
He feels that he has pretty good instincts about the types
of people with whom he would like to deal. Harris must
really know a person and learn to trust them before he
can deal with them. This especially applies to Whites. It
is just natural, he says, that he often feels ill-at-ease
among so many Whites.
At Trinity, Harris says, most people do not have
racist attitudes, but discrimination definitely does exist.
"I can smell it," he comments. He feels that overt racism
does not fit the kid of intellect here, but there is
occasional covert discrimination in his one-to-one
relations with other students. If a white person is overtly
racist toward him, Harris will fight him, he insists.
Despite tensions with students, Harris says that for the
most part relations with the majority of professors are
good.
Harris says that the situation generally does not
become volatile until an issue arises. Specific instances
Which he mentions are the South Afircan indicent and
Eldridge Cleaver's speaking engagement here. He says
that the South Afircan incident was reported in a biased
manner in the Hartford Courant. When Cleaver came, a
Black-White conflict ensued because, he believes, many

whites simply did not understand what he had stood for
and what he presently stands for.
Harris apparently enjoys his job as an RA and says he
gets along well with the students on his floor, even
though none are minority students. He respects them
and feels they respect him.
He admits that Trinity, in. its attitudes toward
minority students, is not different from anywhere else.
But, the Blacks are fortunate to have the Trinity Coalition
of Blacks (TCB) as a group for cultural and social
togetherness. He says flatly, "Everyone is a member of
TCB." Harris feels he can deal with the social aspects of
life on campus. This is due largely to his ability to go
home to nearby Bloomfield whenever he wishes.
However, he feels sorry for those Black students who are
compelled to stay at Trinity because they do not have an
opportunity like his.
This article is not meant to be representative of the
opinions of all Black students on campus. It Is merely one
student's perceptions. Despite many attempts to speak
with Peter Borges, president of TCB, the Tripod was
unable to schedule an interview with him.

Donna Irish
Donna Irish is Black and Assistant Director of
Admissions. She is unique at Trinity because she is the
only black woman member of the administration.
Irish started out by discussing the admissions
process. Making a point of semantics, she explained that
the whole process is one that discriminated. This
discrimination involves majority students as much as it
does minority students. The Admissions Office is
primarily concerned in determining whether students
will be able to handle the level of work demanded here.
There are a number of cases whom, she says, they cannot
see as being able to manage the workload.
Although she did not directly say that there is
discrimination at Trinity, she acknowledged, by her
remarks, that there is a pronounced scarcity of minority
students. Like Mohamed Jibrell, she prefers the term
Third World because it includes black, Latin, Asian and
American Indian students who are all in short supply.
She indicates that the problem centers around the
college's lack of exposure and the perceptions of those
students who actually attend the school.
Ms. Irish feels that Trinity has not had sufficient
exposure and visibility to Third World high school
students. People simply . have not heard of Trinity
through the years while, especially in the 1960's, other
schools were highly visible to students. She feels that
nowTrinity is "playingcatch-up," which, she implies, is
a bit late.
To compound the problem, prospective candidates
understandably go to current students for advice, based
on their experiences. For the first year and a half that she
worked here, many minority students were discouraging
others from coming because of their own bad feelings.
Trinity presently is in competition for a "very limited
pool" of qualified Third World students and is working to
expand that pool. Many schools it is in competition with
have traditionally prided themselves on having diverse
student bodies. Irish says that other schools have solid
Third World activities including strong intercultural
studies and extracurricular programs.
Still, many students have negative things to say about
the school, but they are seeking to increase the numbers
of minority students attending. It is their hope that larger
numbers will alleviate some of their problems.
She says "Hartford has a lot to offer any Third World
student." The combination of Trinity's environment and
the very different Hartford environment can be the best
of two worlds.
Irish maintains that the Admissions Office is actively
seeking out students. She attends many functions geared
toward them at inner-city schools. She will admit that
certain things are de-emphasized when examining the
applications of Third World students. For example,
nationally, they score 60-100 points lower on College
Boards than majority students, so the Admissions Office
de-emphasizes Boards somewhat. But, they do look for
the same "aggressive pursuit of learning."
The college, she says, has the strongest commitment
to minorities in a financial way. There is an awareness
that it is generally harder for minorities to pay tuition and
other costs, so the college provides considerable aid.,
Ms. Irish stressed that minority students need faculty
members to look up to and to serve as role models. Due
to the scarcity of Black faculty now and the fact that
minority as well as majority students wiJ! graviate
towards individuals they feel most comfortable with, she
has taken on the imformal role of personal and academic
counselor to certain students. She feels rhat "after a
while you get worn out" dealing with both counseling
responsibilities and those of one's job.
When they apply, candidates are interested in the
number of Third World faculty here. If they hear that
only a few exist, they are discouraged from enrolling.
Originally Irish said that it is hard for her to understand
why minority faculty don't apply or come to Trinity, but,
upon further thought, she came to the conclusion that
minority faculty are reluctant to work at a school with so
few minority students.
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Revaluation Report

Fair Tax Rates Urged
by Gary Abrnmson
Revaluation does not have to be
a devastating experience for a city.
In Hartford, owners of residential
property are about to receive an
increase which might mean a
reversal of many positive trends in
Hartford, dampening the middle
income return to the city, pushing
out those who won't be able to
handle the hike, and setting back
the real estate market.
These predictions are based
upon a report published in June,
1977,
by Robert Conroy, an
economic consultant hired by the
city assessor to study the effects of
Hartford's upcoming revaluation.

Hartford's upcoming revaluation.
In fiscal 1975-76, the property tax
accounted for 60 per cent of total
revenues, with state aid accounting
for 27 per cent. Among those
suggesting a change within this
system is Hartford Mayor George
Athanson who challenged the con-.
stitutionality of the property tax to
finance public education.
Older urban areas throughout
the nation are facing the same
problem as Hartford, as total
residential property values have

"The primary purpose of this
study is that the proposed
revaluation achieve its purpose,
i.e., equalization of the effective
tax rates on different properties.
The potential exists for a
revaluation to change the existing
tax burden but not equalize it by
"shitting a heavier burden to one
segment," the report observed.
• The report specifies that
Section 100B should expect increases
of
between
31 and 67.5 per cent. A large
percentage of that zone is owned
by Trinity College, which does not
pay property taxes. Businesses in
Hartford are also apt to pay less
than their share of taxes as a result
es iot- .development
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The property tax has been
severely criticized as a means for
financing education for quite a
while. It is likely that this criticism
wUl
become
stronger
as
homeowners feel the crunch of

increased to a greater extent than
commercial values.
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Increases in property taxes are
usually the result of budget increases, but radical revaluation
results when drastic changes in the
proportionate values of residential
and commercial properties occur.
"Revaluation without consideration as to the shifting tax
burden results in a situation which
is different but equally unfair," the
report concludes.
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Sidewalk Planning
April Play Day
in Bushnell Park
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Planning for a repeat of last year's 'May
Day is Play Day' is already underway,
according to Bob Gregson, c6-director, of
Sidewalk.
Last year, over 60 trained referees, many
of whom were Trinity students, supervised-a
day of games and fun in Bushnell Park.
Gregson said he plans to re-invite referees
from last year and train more. He is
presently looking for a training site.
An organizational meeting for structuring the day will be held March 6 at 10:30 am.
at Sidewalk, 36 Pratt Street.
In addition, Sidewalk will be having a
reception this Thursday from. 4:30 to 7:00
f-m: at' tfie- Pratt St. "location. Slides,
refreshments, and videotapes of "Thursday
is a Work of Art," a series of presentations
held downtown last summer, will be shown.
All are invited, Gregson said, "to see what
we're doing."

photo by Narodni Podnik
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Connecticut River Ice
Ice hangs from a tree bordering the Connecticut
River. Recent warm weather has broken up the river ice
into floating islands.
The view is from Glastonbury at the site of the
oldest continuously running ferry, operating in fair
weather across the river since 1655. The ferry service is
now run by the state Department of Transportation.

A new and startling chapter
in one of the great journeys of
enlightenment of our time

CAAUK

New.
the

TH€ SECOND RING
OFPOUKR
The Second Ring of Power goes-far beyond anything
Castaneda has yet written. In his great journey towards
knowledge and power, he finds himself in a deadly psychic
battie with dona Soleda, a female apprentice of don Juan,
who turns her power—power she learnt from don Juan
1. himself—against him.
Literary Guild Alternate Selection
Psychology Today Book Club Main Selection
$9.95 \ A SIMON AND SCHUSTER
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Connecticut
SI Million to Local Arts

Peace Train: Now Just a Red Caboose
by Brian Crockett
Peace Train. It's not just the familiar red
caboose that seems to pop up here and there
around the city during the summer months,
but a vibrant, growing community arts
organization involved in everything from the
annual spring New England Fiddle Contest
to summer evening concerts in Bushnell
Park, city parades, and state bluegrass
festivals.
In its five years of existence, Peace Train
has come a long way. Where once donations
and individual contributions kept the series
of summer park concerts alive, over $1
million in federal and corporate grant
monies now fund a wide variety of Peace
Train coordinated activities.
The most recent grant, a $975,000
federal CETA (Comprehensive Employment
Training Act) grant finalized last week,
establishes the non-profit Peace Train
Foundation as chief administrator for 70 to
80' jobs dispersed among 18 area arts
organizations. Jobs to be created by the
grant include both artist and arts support
positions.
The grant is a boost not only for Peace
Train but for arts organizations all over the
Hartford area. Benefitting such groups as
Sidewalk, the Artist Collective, Farmington Valley Arts Center, the Hartford
Chamber Orchestra, Real Art Ways, South
Arsenal
Neighborhood
Development
(SAND), and many others, the grant gives

area musicians and artists a timely shot in
the arm.
"Arts in this town is at a feverish pitch,"
Jay Heit, community affairs coordinator of
Peace Train observed. "There's a potential
to really grow.
"If you look at this city four years ago
and look at it today, you'll see there's been a
real upheaval in the arts. Something real
revolutionary is going on," Heit said.
A large part of the credit has to go to
Peace Train. Under the direction of Paul
LeMay, Peace Train not only got the summer
concerts series off the ground years ago, but
continues to play a part in bringing together
area musicians.

Movie Truck
Nor is Peace Train out of new ideas.
Cruising the streets of Hartford this summer
will be a mirrored movie truck. The five ton,
'66 Chevy box truck is complete with a 5,000
watt generator, mirrors to project movies on
the side of the truck, and a hole in the roof
(that artists might perform on top of the
truck during a parade or concert).
The movie truck is part of an on-going
program of mobile recreation. Though the
idea didn't originate with Peace Train, Heit
calls it a Peace Train type of concept.
Donated by United Technologies, the
truck will show movies throughout the city
from June 15 to Sept. 1. Heit said Peace
Train hopes to use movies from Hartford's
Public library. The movie truck program will

remain experimental until it is determined
what will go over well with use of the truck.
The truck also has a special adapter that
will double the size of stages at Peace Train
promoted concerts. A portable stage on the
red caboose previously has been used along.
The truck will also serve as a dressing room
for performers.
United Technologies also gave Peace
Train $25,000 to fund six major shows in
Bushnell Park this summer, a program
Peace Train was behind last year. The big
difference, according to Heit, is that
acquiring funds for last year's program
involved a bit of' 'scrounging,'' while the UT
grant allows "a certain sense of planning."
Other Peace Train activities upcoming in
the next few months include the New
England Fiddle Contest to be held in
Bushnell Park on May 27, 'Play Day' on
April 30 (in conjunction with Sidewalk and
other organizations), and a performance by a
traveling caravan of musicians at the
University of Rhode Island on April 8-10.
Also in the works are a number of
concerts in Hartford parks throughout the
summer. Peace Train put on "about 100
gigs" last summer, including eight performances in Goodwin Park (co-sponsored by
South End Community Services), 16 other
park concerts for the Parks and Recreation
Department, and a number of city parades.
As a part of the Trinity Alive program, local
groups Connecticut Lunch and whistlestop
played in front of Austin Arts Center in July.
This year looks just about the same.
Peace Train is now working on funding from
the National Endowment for the Arts for a
series of performances at industrial sites and
factories, termed 'Noon Time.' Other
tentative ideas include using the movie truck
at the annual Frog Jumping Contest held
each June at the Mark Twain House and
coordinating concert and movie truck
presentations.

Performing Troupe

Stage prop for the Annual Spring
New England Fiddle Contest lies in
the workroom of Peace Train. The

ramp is a hold-over from the
building's days as an automobile
_ photo by Brian Crockett

Active throughout the fall and winter at
various institutions throughout the state has
been a Peace Train troupe of ten performing
artists, a magician, and a classical violinist.
The troupe, made possible by a previous
$149,000 CETA grant, has been performing
at convalescent homes, hospitals, correctional facilities and other institutions.
The first CETA grant also provided funds
for seven Peace Train staffers, who
coordinate activities from roomy quarters in
what was once an automobile dealer's
garage at495V2 Farmington Avenue.
Forced by the impending demolition of
its former home on Temple St. in downtown

In Brief
Cheese 'n' Stuff Expanding?
A natural foods store in the west end of the city has
received preliminary approval for a zone change that would
permit it to open a restaurant and bakery.
Cheese V Stuff, at Sisson Avenue and West Boulevard,
got an okay from the Commission on the City Plan despite
protests from area residents that the store already poses a
traffic problem and brings rats to the area.
The application for the change in zoning will go before a
city council committee hearing soon. If the change is
approved, the restaurant and bakery will open by the fall,
Cheese V Stuff said.

Arrow Hart Sold to City

•j*.

An abandoned industrial complex several blocks north of
Trinity on Broad Street has been purchased by the city for $1.
The building, which housed the Arrow Hart Company until
1973, will eventually be developed into housing for low and
moderate income persons.
The announcement by the city council came after months
of deliberation. Concern was earlier voiced over finding
developers for the complex, providing at least a minimum of
low income housing, and the reduction of taxable city
property the purchase would entail.
At least five developers expressed interest by last week,
and a proposal passed Friday that established at least 20 per
cent of the. development would become low income housing*

thus clearing the way for the city's $1 purchase of the facility.
Arrow Hart's former complex is located at Broad, Lawrence
and Russ Streets just north of Park Street.

More Downtown Apartments
Renovation work that will convert a 102-year-old
downtown building into 120 apartments and a number of
ground level shops will begin this week.
The stylish Brown Thompson building, which was
formerly a part of the G. Fox Department store, should be
completed by early fall.
Financed by a $7.4 million loan from Connecticut General
Life Insurance Co., the renovation will be done by the
Richardson Associates. Rents are expected to be in the $250
to $450 range.

Warming Trend Ahead?
Though a wanning trend is possible before too long, the
atmospheric conditions that created the blizzard of two weeks
ago are still present, increasing the chances of another big
storm before the season's out.
Storms coming over the Rockies gain both energy and
moisture from the Gulf region, move up the Ohio Valley and
into the northeast. It's an unusual pattern, which is why
blizzards in this area are uncommon, but since it's here, it's
bound to stay awhile.
The warming trend, now just about over the Continental
Divide, is slowly moving eastward. With any luck, it should
be here by early March.

A fiddle hangs in the front
window of Peace Train. A recent $1
million CETA grant named Peace
Train as coordinator for over 70 area
arts jobs.
photo by Brian Crockett

Hartford, Peace Train recently moved to the
facility on Farmington Ave. Though considerably smaller than the Temple St. location,
it is still spacious and has an important
advantage — heat.
There's room for two practice studios for
musicians, a small performing hall for both
band use and fund-raising parties, a
workroom where stage fronts and other
visual props are constructed, and at one end
of the former garage, office space for the
Peace Train staff.
In short, it's a light, roomy place with
plenty of room for Peace Train's new role as
an area arts coordinator.
"We'd like to stay here and solidify
ourselves as an arts organization in the West
End community," Heit observed. "A lot of
energy has been put into the place already."
Peace Train has a one-year lease for the
second floor of the building, which is
presently up for sale.
If Peace Train can remain in the location,
it may well become a center for area arts,
especially with the recent approval of the
CETA proposal.

Consortium Formed
Peace Train was given the pivotal
position by local arts organizations soon
after word was out that a $500,000 federal
arts grant would be available. Recognizing
that 18 separate organizations acting
independently wouldn't have much of, a
chance at the funds, they hastily pulled
together into the Consortium of Community
Arts and turned to Peace Train, with its
non-profit status, as chief administrator.
Several weeks later, the proposal was in.
Word came back less than a week after,
giving the consortium not only approval for
their proposal, but $736,000 in funding. This
figure was upped to $975,000 a few days
. later.
The consortium council is "a real
grassroots effort," Heit observed. Heit sees
the opportunity for consortium related
efforts to fill the void left by the civic center
collapse. The project has already beendubbed 'Work for Public Artists,' or WPA,
initials reminiscent of work programs of the
thirties.
Jobs to be provided by the grant include
administrative assistants, master artists,
theater technician, gallery directors, musicians, lighting designer, a martial arts
master, and many others. All jobs must be
filled by March 5,
As for the red caboose: it's been
spending a quiet if cold winter at the MDC
(water bureau) lot on Brainard Road in
southeast Hartford.
If you'd like to help Peace Train, or just
get more information, the number to call is
233-9829. Volunteers may be needed for the
Fiddle Contest.
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Editorial
Communications, One More Time
valid reasons for changing the plan to
hold classes during Open Period. Medical
appointments, thesis research, and job
interviews (to name but a few) are hardly
frivolous conveniences which can be
easily rearranged. Despite the vociferous
protest, there was no indication that
student suggestions would be considered. Even in their explanations and
apologies, administrators seemed to be
ignoring the wants, needs, and general
situation of the student body. It is
certainly frustrating to be totd (indirectly)
that what is convenient for the college
depends upon the schedules and relative
effectiveness of professors and administrators, but not of students. To this, we
can only repeat: students are active
members of both the academic and
non-academic Trinity community, not
passive recipients of professors' lectures
and administrators' decisions.
This can only indicate to us that
students are facing a more formidable
barrier in their dealings with administrators than we have previously pointed
out. For in addition to the acknowledged

The Tripod does not like to belabor
points that do not (or should not) need
repetition. And yet, instances that
warrant criticism continue to occur. We
are referring specifically to the most
recent of these incidents: the sudden
creation of the non-open Open Period.
Time and again students are promised
that the lines of communication are
indeed open at the College. Unfortunately, the debacle that was, the decision
to shorten Open Period seems to prove
otherwise.
The event followed the too-often
repeated pattern established earlier this
year: administrative action taken without
consulting students, student complaint,
and administrative apology, followed by
the assertion that "we need to, and will in
the future, consult students in pertinent
decisions." Yet what is striking about
this particular decision is the fact that a
large number of students did inform
^administrators (indeed after the decision
was made, but before it was to take
effect) of their extreme displeasure. They
were backed up in their arguments by

fact that they are often neither consulted
nor informed, students are now reminded
that when their opinion is voiced in an
organized way, it does not make a
difference in the minds of administrators.
We refer not so much to the fact that the
plan to hold Open Period classes was not
changed as to the attitude shown by
administrators throughout their meetings
with students. This attitude is marked by
insensitivity to the opinions and interests
of the student body.
If administrators are open to student
feedback, as they say they are, they owe
the problem more than just lip service. A
mechanism for direct consultation with
student representatives in administrative
affairs is needed. Further, students must
be assured that these representatives will
have a significant voice in the decisionmaking process. We feel that it is not
unreasonable to ask for a certain amount
of student autonomy in the course of
planning and executing administrative
measures that directly involve the
student body.

Letters
To the Editor,
I?., might have been uncomfortable, but it was encouraging and exciting-at least
for me- to see the room on the third
floor of Mather overflow with
enthusiastic students who came to
the first Women's Center meeting
early last fall. This was only the
beginning. Last semester the
Women's Center was constantly
filled
with student-initiated
activities, including consciousness

raising sessions, evaluative projects
and a number of informal
' gatherings. 'Although it is difficult
for the remaining active students lo
admit, student (and 1 emphasize
student for interest among staff and
administrators has increased)
participation is decisively lacking
this semester as opposed to last.
Although reasons for this drop
in student participation are
complex, I will cite a few of the
most obvious in an attempt to show
that these barriers are easily
surmountable.
First o'f all it is understandable
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that the excitement generated by
the opening of Trinity's first
Women's Center could not be
sustained at the same high level for
the entire year. Secondly, the
Coordinating Committee (of which
four of the fourteen members are
students) has been doing an excellent job. It was, therefore,
unnecessary for students to stay
involved to see that major activities
directed toward women, such as
speakers, poets, artists and movies
were brought to campus. This leads
to my final explanation, the lack of
understanding about the purpose
of the Women's Center and the
students' role within it.
It is a function of the C oordinating Committee to bring major
events to campus; it is the students'
responsibility to organize less
formal activities. These activities
can be organized toward specific
goals (e.g., last semester students
brought two nurse practitioners to
campus to discuss birth control) or
can be spontaneous gatherings.
(The center is open every afternoon and night of the week)
where women can become better
acquainted in a supportive environment. Last semester students
initiated both types of activities.
Some examples are: a study group
on the writings of a woman author,
a group which investigated the
health care at Trinity in hopes of
improving the service and the
facilities for students, and a group
of students sponsored a number of
coffee houses where Trinity
students (both male and female)
shared their musical talents. A
limited number of students participated in these activities..Those I
spoke with were enthusiastic about
their participation in Women's
Center events.
I would like to encourage
students to break through the
abstract blocks that I cited to
participation, and to get involved.
Women students now have a room
they can call their own. Don't let
the opportunity slip by. Let's use

the space to further the bond
between women students. To do
this we must have increased
student participation. Come to the
meeting of the new T.W.O.'(Trinity
Women's Organization of which
every student is a member)
Wednesday, February 22, 7:00 in
the Women's Center. We will elect
a new student member to the
Coordinating Committee and
discuss some of the issues raised in
this letter.
Sincerely,
Heleh Morrison '79

Rude To Rubin
To the Editor,
I would like to comment about
Jerry Rubin's speech last Wednesday night, especially\concerning
the. upsetting effect which it
conveyed to a large part of the
audience, including myself. A
certain contingency felt, as I
understood it, that Jerry Rubin was
"selling out" to the lingering
radicals remaining today or that
• Mr. Rubin was an opportunist,
capitalizing on his involvement in
the sixties movement by advertising for his novels and by
lecturing at colleges.
I do not want to become involved in a political argument. I do
want to state that I was interested
in Jerry Rubin's speech, and
therefore was very much disgusted
at the rudeness of certain members
of the audience. If these people
disagreed" with Mr. Rubin, they
should have either waited to pose
their views after the speech, or,
instead of subjecting the audience'
to their somewhat hostile display,
they might have spoken with the
man privately afterwards, I came to
this lecture with the expectation
not of reliving the sixties, but
merely of learning more about it.
Sincerely,
Sarah E. Veale

Kudos
To the Editor:
On this page, we see almost

exclusively
complaints and
criticism. Well, this is one letter
that is extending praise rather than
criticism. SAGA and B&G ate so
often the targets of our bad
feelings. For their performance in
last week's mammoth snow storm, I
feel they deserve some compliments.
B&G did an excellent job of
snow removal during and after the
sstorm. While the rest of the state
and most of the Northeast was still
staggering under the weight of the
snow, Trinity, thanks to the ground
crew from B&G, was in reasonably
normal shape. Paths were cleared.
roads we're passable, and the tasK
of moving around campus, was
generally easy.
SAGA kept us all fed
throughout the storm when supplies were not being delivered. To
make things even better, they
treated us to a surprise - roast bee
on Tuesday evening when we were
expecting the - highly mediocre
barbecued chicken. It was a nice
way to end a day, that for many was
full of enjoying the snow ano
appreciating a brief reprieve, from
the work which we had expecteo.
No. matter what complaints *
might have about SAGA ordinarily,
they did not let us down when «
would have been so simple to
just that.
Others around campus kept
right on functioning too. Follett
was open and cashed small checks.
even when the banks were not
open. That might even be wortn
the 15 cent charge. And »
shouldn't forget those fearie»
Tripod editors and the printers »n
managed to get the newspaper o
only one day late.
It was an exciting storm
(although, who expected to f>a'
classes last week to make up for [n
fun?) and we were lucky to iw
services around to help, us t
through it all with a minimum i
deprivation.
,
Sincerely.
Alan Levine •{ill
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On Remembering When: Ten Years Gone

by Eric Samuelson

Ten years ago this month
Eugene McCarthy lost the New
Hampshire primary. But he defeated Lyndon Johnson. That
seems a long time ago now, much
more than a decade.
Two events recently brought
those days to mind. One was Jerry
Rubin's appearance on campus two
weeks ago; the other was the TV
presentation of a three-part drama,
based on Martin Luther King's life.
Both reminded me how far we have
travelled away from the mood of
1968.
While Jerry Rubin's lecture
drew a large group, it was perhaps
not such a surprise that many in the
audience had doubts about him.
Most of us probably don't remember much about Chicago or the
march on the Pentagon, at least not
first-hand. It is history to us now,
passed into the books, and so has
Jerry Rubin, for better or worse.
Because he was a media figure, by
his own admission, the Jerry Rubin
we remember was an image on a
television.
The question his presence
raised now was: what do you do
when there's no movement any
more? If you're Jerry Rubin, you
can write books, give speeches and
set up a consciousness school. Or
you can throw bombs and go

underground. Or like most people,
you can go to school, get your
degree, and look for a job. But
something has been lost in the
process.
What we have lost is a sense of
community. When the student
protest movement dissolved, the
only popular alternatives left were
violence or complacency. Woodstock was a sort of last symbol of
the kind of community that existed
in the sixties, and it's impossible to
imagine anything like it happening
now. The closest equivalent for us
is the drunk camaraderie of a
Trinity football game in the fall.
. The drama of Martin Luther
King's life reminded me of something else we have lost. The civil
rights movement was probably the
last time people united for change
in our society on a broad scale.
Even in the face of great odds,
there was some hope that American society could be altered
through the political process. But
Martin Luther King's death ended
that hope for many blacks just as
the '68 campaign alienated many
Americans from party politics.
I suspect that 1968 was the
beginning of the decline of American politics, which the Watergate
scandal confirmed rather than
originated. The defeat of the peace
coalition in the Democratic Party

and Nixon's subsequent election
demonstrated both the failure of
reform and the dominance of TV
politics as the major force in
presidential elections. The assasinations of Robert Kennedy and.
Martin Luther King removed from
American life the last figures who
seemed able to bridge the gaps
between groups with differing
interests.
By 1972, Americans had lost
any interest in the idealism and
moral tone of politics which dominated the 1960s. This probably
accounted for George McGovern's
almost complete inability to generate any exctiement about the
Vietnam War or social issues. And
in a sense, Jimmy Carter offered in
1976 what the American people
wanted in 1968 but didn't get:
peace and quiet and a restoration of
American pride as a world power.
While Nixon was a phony, Carter is
the real thing.
At the risk of slight oversimplification, I think there is a parallel
between the change in the national
mood and the mood at Trinity.
While 1968 saw great upheaval in
America, Trinity also experienced
its own changes; these were as
jarring to the College's tradition as
the social revolution outside was to

Tilting The Flippers
by Eric Grevstad
You know about the Phonothons, but what about pinball? Last
March, the Tripod reported that
the college, which splits the money
with the company that owns them,
makes between $10,000 and $12,
000 a year from the pinball
machines in Mather Campus Center — which puts the machines'
total income at 90,000 quarters a
year. No wonder they say "wow."
After last month's traying feature, I had decided to try pinball as
a somewhat safer topic — it
sounded a lot better than jumping
off the new President's House —
and, at 6:15 on a Thursday
evening, I was in the game room in
Mather, flashing my press card and
looking for experts. (I had also
visited that afternoon, but found no
one to interview: the room was full
of black-jacketed, cigarette-smoking toughs, but they were all
under 12.)
"You've come to the right
place," announces Rich Lucht, who
is punching the buttons on Ship
Ahoy. "I am an expert." This is a
surprise to me; Rich and I went to
high school together, where I knew
him to be an ordinary fellow. But
now, he says, "I'm here two times
a day — after studies, of course."
Everyone I talk to goes out of their
way to tell me that.
Rich is a very relaxed player,
hardly touching the machine as he
works. "I don't beat the machines
like some uncoutfi people." Rather
than try for the record score, he
says, most people play against
their own records or simply for
enjoyment. "You can't live without
it after a while. It's something you
become addicted t o . "
Steve Buchanan, Scott Craig,
and John Sherman are taking turns
at Gold Strike. They are members
of what is collectively known as the
Wheaton Crowd, after their dormitory last year (which included me);
they are confirmed pinball maniacs
— some of them were here the
other night when? WRTC inter-

viewed players — and they are
dying to get their names in the
paper. ("Rommie") Tracy Greene
is with them, the only woman on
pinball tonight; new to the game,
she was converted by yet another.
Wheatonite. ("She used to be
normal before that," Scott Craigh
says.) The Wheaton Crowd spends
$1.50 twice a day on pinball. I give
them a quarter and they go away.
Attended by professionals, I
whip off my coat and stride over to
Bank Shot, ready to set a pinball
rookie record. My seconds show me
how to work the machine: the
quarter goes in here; these buttons
work the flippers; keep the ball in
the top half of the court, A good
beginners' score, they estimate,
would be about 100,000 points. I
am completely relaxed, fingertips
on the buttons, chin up, back
straight, ready for the first ball.
The first ball is fired, hits a
bumper, bounces, scores 60 points,
and drops between the flippers
before I move a muscle. "Not too
good," Steve Buchanan says helpfully. The second ball stays in play
longer; I hit the flipper button just
after it goes through.
By the fifth ball my timing has
improved greatly; I save it a couple
of times and score 14,700 before it
falls to end the first game. "That's
about the worst I've ever seen,"
Rich Lucht comments.
I have another game-•from my
quarter, and I am catching on fast.
I play one ball for over a minute
and hit "wow," which is a free ball
awarded for certain targets or for
scoring an immense number of
points; my last ball totals 63,950
points. I am getting the hang of it.
Gold Strike is, by universal
agreement, the best machine in the
building: it has a second pair of
flippers near the top of the court,
bumpers, buzzers, bells, lights, 15
lighted knock-down targets, and a
' lighted backdrop withJRoy Rogers's
horse and a bad guy behind a
cactus. I mosey on over and put my
quarter in the slot, and come back

from two bad drops and a miss to
score 70,000 points. I have my
technique down pat; for my second
game, I will break 100,000.
The tilt is a pinball player's
worst blunder: jolt or rock the
machine too vigorously, and it will
kill the ball in play and subtract
another one. People next to me are
kneeling on the machine and
pounding it with their first. I take
one foot off the ground and lean
forward. The machine tilts.
"Let's not kid ourselves, Eric."
Scott Leventhal philosophizes.
"Life is tough in pinball." Scott,
who is the Photography Editor and
should be working for the Tripod, is
manning the helm on Ship Ahoy,
where his record is 400,000 points.
Is there a secret to such success?
' 'If there is one, I've yet to find it,''
Scott answers, ringing the Wow
and firing off his free ball. "I owe it
all to my mother."
What drives people to pinball?
"This is the greatest exercise ever
invented. It takes your mind off
your studies —." Here the machine tilts. "—except when you do
that." Scott fires the next ball,
catches it at the last minute, makes
an impossible back-door shot
through a target from below, and
almost tilts again. "Acts of God.
Many people would call it skill."
Scott next tries to hit the 9 for half
an hour, finally doing so and
finishing the game with 283,000
points. "Let's not kid ourselves,
Eric," he says again. "Acts of
God."
Pinball isn't gambling — apparently, Scott says, the state
considers free games as gambling
but free balls are okay — but it is a
lot of fun. People have different
reasons for playing — "Man
against machine," says one. "Bad
grades," confesses another. But
everyone agrees on one thing: It's
the most fun you can have for a
quarter.
If you want gambling, you can
always play the candy machine.

the country.
This spring marks the tenth
anniversary of the student takeover
of Downes Memorial. That period
saw the establishment of co-education, increased enrollment of
minorities, abolition of the ROTC
on campus, and the introduction of
the new curriculum. The College's
new president spoke then of the
need for "values" at the center of
the liberal arts education. Trinity
seemed embarked on a period of
innovation and growth. People
spoke of "a community of students,
faculty, and administrators."
An oil embargo and a couple of
recessions later, ail this seems a
distant dream. Tuition is up,
minority enrollments are down,
and there is much discussion of
renewed distribution requirements
and grade inflation. "Values" and
"the Trinity community" are
phrases much used but seldom
applied in any tangible form. The

college, like the country, has
needed a release from the heady
atmosphere of a decade ago.
However, it has been, purchased at
the price of stagnation and the loss
of some of the initiatives which
began at that time. The relationship between students and the
administration seems to be the
most prominent casualty in the last
few years.
Both Trinity and the country
seem content to enjoy this period of
calm after the storm. If the tone of
• politics is less strident now than ten
years ago, it is because the
seventies must attempt to find
solutions to the problems that
emerged in the sixties. And
perhaps the next decade will
witness a revival of the social
• concern of the sixties, although
focussed on new issues. For Trinity
to forget what was begun in the
nineteen sixties would be to
purchase security at a very high
price.

More Letters
Island In
The Storm
To the Editor,
Hartford is suffering one of the
worst winters in its history. Snow
drifts surround the campus and
students scratch and claw to keep
their balance on icy paths.
Yet nestled in a small corner of
the Seabury 28 is my private
Mojave Desert. Unable to sleep, I
lie in bed fighting heat prostration
and reaching out to catch drops of
water that appear in mirages before
me.
I've almost given up hope of
relief. My wool blanket is draped
over the desk chair and a perspiration soaked sheet lies
crumpled up at the edge of my bed.
The culprit is a pre-World War
Two radiator which cannot be
turned down to a comfortable
temperature. Buildings
and
Grounds responded to my third

call and, after several minutes of
tinkering, assured me that my little
Sahara would be "as cool as a
cucumber." That night I lost three
pounds in water weight and sought
treatment for severe pricVAy heat.
My roommates, noticing the
tremendous increase in temperature, have hung all our suite's
plants around my bed. The
combination of humidity and
sunlight is doing wonders for our
Norwegian Pine Tree.
Buiidin'gs and Grounds: If I
wanted to attend the University of
Miami, 1 would have rented an
apartment un Collins Ave. Please
help me before I'm burnt to a crisp.
At a time when fuel is a scarce
resource, uncontrollable radiators
are a tragic waste of energy.
If I don't get relief soon, I'm
going to join the French Foreigr
Legion - at least I'll get to travel.
Overheatedly yours,
Howard Sherman '78

Stranded By The
Administration
by Arthur Robinson
With classes cancelled by last
week's blizzard rescheduled during
Open Period, I decided to conduct a
survey of public opinion concerning
the situation.
"I expressed my opinion artistically in a snow sculpture," said
one student, "but the stupid
'judges thought it was a dirty
snowbank."
"It ruined my plans," complained a sophomore. "I had
intended to stay on campus during
Open Period and relax, but now I'll
have to arrange a skiing trip to get
away from classes.''
"I'll miss the three-week break
I've had in previous years," signed
a senior.
"Open Period is only one
week;" I reminded him.
''I'm counting the time spent in
the hospital," he explained,
"What I object to," a freshperson told me, "is their rescheduling Wednesday classes for Monday. Monday classes stink."

"It makes no difference to me,"
claimed a junior. "I always stay on
campus anyway. Open Period is a
time for self-motivated intellectural
pursuits, and those who waste this
opportunity are robbing themselves of a vital component of their
educational experience."
"Your attitude does you credit," I told him.
"Do you think I'm crazy?" he
hissed. "My adviser was just
passing!"
Some professors a)so expressed
disapproval of the situation. "A
studenrless campus is like a
vacation resort," said one. "I tell
my students to stay here because I
know they never do what I tell them
to."
One professor seemed surprised by my queTV.
"Do you mean classes were
cancelled last week?" he said. "1
was wondering while 1 gave my
lectures Wednesday why nobody
was there."

Peace Corps And Vista: Who Benefits
Since then nearly 70,000 have
served as volunteers. The number
of Americans in the Corps rose
steadily in the era of "arrogant
idealism," reaching a high of 15,500
in 1966, as compared to 6,045
currently serving.
For -many young Americans,
involvement in the Peace Corps in
the late 1960's was a result of
altruistic and selfish motives inspired by the period in which they
lived. For men, there was the draft,
and an opportunity to avoid risking
their lives in a war which fewer and
fewer Americans believed in as the
60's rolled by. For both men and
women, there was a feeling that
they had an obligation to be involved.
"An enormously worthwhile
experience for the sons and
daughters of the richest country in
the world," is the way Charles
Lindsey describes his stint in the
Peace Corps in the Phillipines from
1965 to 1967.
"Most of us were straight out of
college," commented Lindsey, who
"The volunteers still reflect entered the Corps following
concerns of the 60's," Cherry graduation from the University of
explained to the Tripod recently. Texas, He explained that the Peace
He added that the volunteers are Corps intended to create "tenstill heavily middle class, white, week wonders" through their
and from a college background, training program.
Administrators of the Peace
but that a shift towards local
recruitment
of
volunteers Corps viewed young, collegenationally has been altering the educated Americans as able to
solve technical problems and
makeup of the program.
New England has always been overcome obstacles by will,
according to Lindsey. During his
high in local recruitment, that is,
own
experience
teaching
volunteers are Vistas in their own
mathematics, Lindsey, who joined
communities. Connecticut now
the economics department at
• maintains approximately 97-% Vocal
In 1969 and 1970, many of us
Trinity in 1975, noted the lack of
volunteerism, a change from the
didn't know what to do," says
experience of most volunteers. As
early 60's when national volunteers
Frank Moorman, a Vista volunteer
the Filipinos pressed for more
were recruited from outside the
in Memphis in 1970 and currently
qualified teachers, the Peace Corps
community in which they were
Director of the French Dorm and a
began to count Sunday school
needed.
graduate student in French at
teachers as experienced.
"Vista volunteers are comTrinity.
As a result of the "arrogance of
plainers who want to change
•- "People assumed you'd do things," says Bruce Shearouse, the the New Frontier Spirit," Lindsey
something," he explains, "and Vista recruiter who was at Trinity this, stated that the "Peace Corps
provided a course of action. week. There is plenty of room for couldn't find programatic success."
Following'graduation ; 1970 from. those interested, according to While working with approximately
Middlebury College, Moorman Shearouse. While only one Trinity 400 volunteers, he noted that most
joined Vista, and was sent to student was nominated for a were used as teachers, but that
Memphis to work art a program to program,
approximately
20"" some arrived and didn't have
reform the rent system,
, , • students will apply to one of the
-•'••• Frank Moorman went to work• programs, and Sherouse guesses
to change the bail system from a that possibly 15 will receive places.
minimum of $500 to a minimum of
Openings this summer in the
$1, which meant that those accused two programs total over 3,700
of crimes would be released in their nationally, in fields such as
own recognizance,' and aided in forestry, agriculture, health,
their pre-trial ordeal. The Vista nutrition, education, and conprogram checked up on the alleged struction. Recruiters are returning
criminals, trying to see that they to schools such as Trinity after a
held a job and didn't get into more long period in which liberal arts
trouble.
graduates
were
practically
"We were outsiders coming in ineligible. The Nixon
Adand telling insiders they'd been ministration aimed the Peace
living their life the wrong way," Corps
and
Vista
towards
Moorman claims. This gave the professionally oriented programs.
program a potentially hostile atmosphere. Moorman initially felt
Why The Peace Corps?
pressure "the first time somebody
In March of 1961 the Peace
told me how they'd killed Corps was established by John F.
someone." The twelve volunteers Kennedy by Executive Order ft 1.

by Gary Abramson
Ghosts of the New Frontier and
the Great Society, carrying on an
optimism and idealism absent in
the United States of the 1970's,
Vista and the Peace Corps have
gone through changes, but are still
in action. Under the slogan:
Helping people to help themselves," Americans have volunteered their services in the Peace
Corps since 1961 and in Vista since
1964.
A source of controversy since
their inceptions, the Peace Corps
and Vista are now being examined
by a Federal government looking
to cut fat from the budget. Implicit
in" a search for justification for
these programs are questions of
considerable scope.
What are the obligations of the
people and government of one of
the world's wealthiest nations to
poorer nations and to its own
impoverished citizens? What is the
ability of these programs to deal
with the problems involved in
drastically changing the lives of
others, given the limitations of
culture and class differences, and
the knowledge of volunteers?
There is not a shortage of
willing participants. A few weeks
ago at Trinity 25 students had
interviews with representatives of
the Peace Corps and Vista. With
prospective volunteers in our
midst, the Tripod spoke with
Trinity veterans and employees of
the two organizations to assess the
epjt situation.

on the project had to adapt. "We
did PR. - cut our hair and dressed
conservatively."
While in most cases Moorman
feels that one can receive personal
benefits greater than the benefits
one can offer, the program on
which he worked is still in
operation, and as a result, he feels
that there has been a long-term
positive contribution made by
Vista.
Vista Now
Vista, Volunteers In Service to
America, was authorized in 1964 as
a domestic program to aid the
United States' poverty-stricken.
Since then there have been approximately 4,000 Vistas each year.
The program has been going
through quite a few changes in
recent years, according to Romero
Cherry. Cherry was A Vista
volunteer in 1965 and is currently
Connecticut Director of Action,
the umbrella organization formed
in 1971 to include Vista, the Peace
Corps, and half a dozen other
federal volunteer programs.

anything to do.
Some individuals were enormously successful as a result of
their own ability and determination, but had to identify and
attack problems on their own,
Lindsey believes. Therefore, many
questions arise when one examines
the soundness of the goals of the
program.
"There was little basis in the
needs of the country as a whole,"
Lindsey said. Individuals were
expected to act on problems and
make substantial contributions
completely independent of the
political and social climate.
Meeting Goals
Training aside, one of the major
questions asked of the Peace
Corps, concerns goals of the
program. There seem to be marked
differences between the goals of
the volunteers and the U.S.
government, if one examines the
interests of each.
"They wanted to experience
something different and be useful
in the process," was Lindsey's view
of the volunteers' interests. Largely
apolitical in words and action,
opposition to any government
policies was loose and undirected.
Cooperation with the status quo
was the norm for Peace Corps
involvement.
"Peace Corps volunteers were
viewed as existing within and
supporting the current regime,"
Lindsey says. The interests of the
U.S. were well-served by this view,
if the U.S. wished to improve ties to
a particular nation.
Education often has been a
vehicle for cultural and political
indoctrination. The U.S. presence
in the Phillipines was marked by
the education system which taught
the English language,
and
American ideas. Soon after the
Phillipines' independence from the
U.S., less Filipinos were native
speakers of English, the level of the
language deteriorated, and the
importance of English to Filipinos
declined.
One possible goal of U.S.
foreign policy then might be to

cement the political and cultural
ties of nations undergoing change.
The Peace Corps has used
volunteers as teachers extensively;
opportunities for volunteers in
community development have
been limited in many cases.
Dealing with the economic
development of a country requires
sensitivity to existing cultural and
economic systems. Charles Lindsey
claims that the Peace Corj had
their volunteers instruct the native
teachers instead of doing the
teaching themselves because there
was already an overabundance of
elementary school teachers. He
explained that frustration arose at
times when one encountered the
Filipino attitude towards conflict,
considered evasive by American
standards.
Experience in the Peace Corps
led Lindsey to write his master's
thesis on the Corps program in the
Phillipines, and he returned there
for work on his doctoral dissertation. He sees the program, then,
as one which is personally worthwhile to those who participate,
but which ironically intends to help
the Third World while offering the
highest benefit to the sons and
daughters of the U.S.
Although the Peace Corps and
Vista have less volunteers than
before, sufficient interest in the
programs exists so that throughout
this country and in 68 other
nations, volunteers are presently
doing their thing for humanity. For
many, the expectations may not
come close to reality, but tie
changes they will go through and the experiences they toe m>#
very well justify their involvement.
Whether the benefits received
by those whom the Peace Corps
and Vista intend to help are
significant enough to justify their
continued existence is a manysided question. The answer may W
found by examining the experiences of thousands oi
volunteers and the long-term
benefits reaped by those helped ny
the program.

CENTRAL
NEW ENGLAND
FILMMAKERS

<WaC& On daft
A p o d sit down bat
with excellent Italian
atmosphere and food.

17&6 Broad St.
524-1334
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CALL FOR ENTRIES
REAL ART WAYS, Central New England's center for "new" and "experimental" art, will
be presenting a biweekly film series dedicated to the independent cinema beginning
February 3, ]978. As an integral component of our programming w e w i l l be scheduling
one or two film shorts by regional filmmakers to precede our featured presentations.
In addition, two evenings will be composed of "the best of regional film work" ,• to
take place this Spring.
REAL ART WAYS will be offering a variety of services to the area filmmaker including: an ongoing list of available grants and d * s "_
tribution outlets, employnent information, and a file registration on regional fil"1"
W e ate
makers containing resumes, background info and work desciptioris....,
.
actively seeking films and contacts at this time. If you would like to submit work,
be included in our files, ask questions' or be placed on our permanent mailing list, •
contact: Leslie Thornton, Film Coordinator.
,.......,......•••••'•'•""
REAL ART WAYS

197 Asylum Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06103

(203)525-5521
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Music Review

Haas Hits on Harpsichord

by Peter Cooghlan
On February 10, the Trinity
College Department of Music, as
part of its Friday Evening Concert
Series, presented Arthur Haas,
internationally acclaimed harpsichordist, in a recital of works by
J.S. Bach, Duphly, LeRoux, and
others. The concert was a rare

treat, since, for the past two
centuries or so, the harpsichord has
seen a decline in popularity among
artists and composers. This is due
to the characteristics of the instrument, which include delicate mechanical action and the small sound
produced, problems which were
overcome with the invention of the

yt*
The Trinity Christian Fellowship will sponsor the Phil Keaggy Band
on Saturday March 4th at 7:30 pm in the Washington Room.

Arts Calendar
Dance
Lar Lubovitch Company of Dance, Bushnell, March 3rd and 4th.
Half price tickets for Trinity students. Ticket information
525-93%.

ir

Films "Dancer's World" and "Ballet Girl" on February 21,
Tuesday, 8:30 p.m.. Greater Hartford Community College.

Drama
Drama "Rain" Hartford Stage Company adaptation of W.S.
Maugham's short story Hunington Theatre, February 17 through
•4arch 26. Ticket information: 525-5601.
the ef

"Prime of Miss Jean Brodie" presented by Trinity College Theatre
Arts Department, Goodwin Theatre AAC February 23-25, March
3-4 at 8:15 p.m. and March 5 at 2:00 p.m.
"Oral Works" by Bob Carroll and Roget Lockard presented by
Poetry/Theatre/Dance at Real Art Ways February 24th at 8:30 p.m.
Ticket information: 525-5521.
"Eve" presented by Hartford Stage Company using their new stage
The Old Place, February 2-25. Ticket information: 246-6803.

I

1

modern piano.
Mr. Haas began the concert by
playing selections from the "Fitzwilliam Virginal Book" (ca. 1620)
which were executed quite nicely,
although one could sense a lack of
freedom on the part of the artist.
Next was a piece by Gaspard
LeRoux, called "Suite No. 6 in
F-sharp minor," (ca. 1705) which
has more smoothly performed,
possibly due to the fact that Mr.
Hass played the piece from memory. The most enjoyable piece in
the first portion of the program was
J.S. Bach's "Chromatic Fantasy
and Fugue," which showed off the
player's technical proficiency with
some very clean chromatic runs.
After the intermission, the
artist played a piece by Alain
Louvier entitled "Etude XV pour 14
agresseurs," (1977) which was
quite surprising in that it showed
the harpsichord's ability to execute
modern music as well as that
composed in "the Baroque era.
Without pause, Mr. Haas went into
Jaques Duphly's "Pieces de Clavecin, 2e livre" (1748), a work which
outlined the change in musical
style during the end of the Baroque
period.- This piece involved some
difficult hand-crossings, which
were a delight to watch. Mr. Hass
then begged the audience's indulgence while he re-tuned the
harpsichord for the last piece of the
evening, J.S. Bach's "English
Suite No. 5 in E minor," a rather
lengthy piece in six movements. An
encore piece by Couperin was
perhaps the most enjoyable work of
the evening, for Mr. Haas was
much less technical in his approach
to this piece than he was in the
Bach.
It would be safe to say that Mr.
Haas dealt well with the problems
involved in playing the harpsichord
as a solo instrument, and this
reviewer is hopeful that Friday's
concert is illustrative of an increased appreciation for such a fine
instrument.

Poet HtMseUEdsoa will be at Trinity tas&wtw sight. Se« astteSa, page
12.

'Miss Jean Brodie'
"The Prime of Miss Jean how seemingly private emotions
Brodie" by Jay Presson Allen will often become the basis for farbe the next production of the reaching actions, both personal and
Trinity College Theatre Arts Pro- political. The Marcia Blaxne School
gram. The play will be presented in for Girls houses intrigues and
the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin battles of surprising interest and
Arts Center and will run Thursday importance," Shoemaker added.
through Saturday, February 23-25
The demanding role of Miss
and Friday and Saturday, March Brodie will be portrayed by Leslie
3-4 at 8:15 p.m. with a matinee Cooper. A senior, Cooper has had
Sunday, March 5 at 2:00 p.m.
several leading roles in her four
The play is adapted from the years at Trinity. Louise Bewar, '79
novel of the same name by Muriel will present Miss Brodie's nemSpark and concerns an unconven- eses, the headmistress Miss Mactional teacher during the 1930's in kay. The schoolgirls wilJ be presented by over a dozen Trinity
Scotland who has an extraordinary
influence on her students. Accord- women, including Hope Malkan '80
ing to Roger D. Shoemaker, in the pivotal role of Sandy. Jim
director and assistant professor of Abrams '77 will portray Teddy
theatre arts, the play offers an Lloyd, the amorous art master in
interesting challenge to the stu- Miss Brodie's life, while John
dents involved in theatre at Trinity. Thompson '81 will present Gordon
"It is an exploration of a fascinat- Lowther, the ultra-Scottish musicing individual and her times and master.

fcrffo?rf Belief Presenfs

LAR LUBOVITCH
>

Company off Dance

Russell Edson Poetry Reading, Wean Lounge, MCC, February 22, 8
p.m.

"Exultation In Dance3'
—Clive Barnes

Exhibitions
"Cheap Space and Confidence" photography by Karen
Clemens, Raw Gallery discussion in gallery, February 22, 11:30
a.m., open to public

50% Discount
with Student I.D.'s

Raw Gallery hosts reception with sculptor Gary Kent, February 26,
2:00 p.m. "
. '
'
"Audio/Video Installation" by video/sculptor Gene Gort, Raw
Gallery, March 1-14.

Music
"Viable Alternatives" with Tom Johnson, Real Art Ways, February
25, 8:30 p.m. $2 donation.
Organist Nicholas Kynaston, Trinity College Chapel, March 3, 8:15
p.m.
Phil Keaggy Band in concert sponsored by Christian Fellowship
Society, Washington Room, Mather Campus Center, March 4, 7:30
p.m. Tickets $3.75 in advance. $4.25 at door. Available at Mather
Front Desk.

Jazz pianist Connie Listen Smith appearing in McConaughy Hall,
Wesleyan University, February 24, 9 p.m. Advance Tickets $4, $5,
$6. Contact Wesleyan Student Information Center.
Classical guitarist Andres Segovia, Bushnell, March 2, 8 p.m.
Ticket information: 246-6807.

March 3-4
Bushnell
8:00 P.M.

Tickets: #7.50 (Orch. & 1st Bale, Front)
9.00 (Boxes and Loges)
6,50 (1st Bale. Rear)
5:00 (2nd Bale. Front)
4.00 (2nd Bale. Rear)
To Order: Mail Orders Enclose self-addressed stamped envelope to
Bushnell, Box 0, Station A, Hartford, Ct. 06106. Phone
Reservations 246-6807 To charge tickets call CHARGlf
1-800-223-1814 & All Ticketron outletts
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Theater at Trinity

The Creative Flow Continues

purpose of providing financial
by Peter Bain
for
experimental,
If the responsibility of • the backing
Theatre Arts Department at Trinity sometimes daring producations
College is to present established, which are presented by students.
The Jesters' role is an important
polished productions to the college
one,
as there must be some outlet
and the Hartford community, then
the role of the Jesters is exactly for the free expression of the
complementary, and rightly so. students' dramatic creativity. The
The Jesters is the organization at Jesters provide the financial means
Trinity which exists for the sole by which a manifestation of such

DM LW Lubovtteh CeaqMny of Dura will be perfuming on Match
3rd and 4th at the Bnshaell. See Arts Calendar for info.

Kynaston Organ
Recital
Nicholas Kynaston, Britain's
leading concert organist, will give a
concert in the Trinity College
Chapel on Friday, March 3 at 8:15
p.m. The public is invited to attend.
Kynaston's early organ studies
were with the noted Fernando
Germani in Italy and then with
Ralph Downes at the Royal
College of Music in London. For
ten years, he served as organist of
Westminster Cathedral in London.
He has performed extensively
throughout Europe and the United

States including performances as
soloist with orchestras under the
batons of Stokowski, Boulez and
Colin Davis. He is one of the most
recorded organists and has made
records for EMI, Philips, Decca
and other major labels.
•Kynaston's concert on the
Trinity Organ Series is one of 15
performances from coast to coast
on his fourth North American tour.
For his recital Kynaston will
include the works of J.S. Bach,
Max Reger, Elward Elgar and
Marcel Dupre.

PREPARE'FOR:

Our

creativity is made possible. Each
semester the organization receives
$1,100.00. The money is to be used
in the funding of student
productions. A student with "an
idea for a show need only come to
a meeting of the Jesters and explain
the concept and the prospective
means and costs of implementing
the idea. The group then votes on
the idea which, if accepted, would
receive full financial support.
Rather obviously, it is not a trying
ordeal to obtain backing for a
student show.
Two such shows are being
mounted this spring. Randy Schwimmer is directing Trinity
alumnus Edward Albee's "Zoo
Story," an extremely powerful oneact play featuring only two performers. Peter Bain is directing the
world premiere of Tom Gettler's
one-act play, "In the Lap of the
Gods." Both are exciting projects
in themselves, as the production of
the world premiere of any play is
quite an experience, and Albee's
work is of particular significance to
the Trinity community.
The essence of any student
presentation is the dedication and
personalities of the students involved. Schwimmer emphasized
the fact that he had never participated in a theatrical production
until last fall, the fall of his senior
year, when he auditioned for and
was cast in the major fall
production, "Henry IV, pt. 1." He
stated that he definitely did not
consider himself to be a member of
the theatre "clique" at Trinity and
that he was extremely pleased by
the openness with which his
production, which is dominated by
students with limited or no
theatrical experience, was received
by the Jesters.
The importance of this fact was
stressed by Schwimmer, who
stated, "The attraction for me was
just that. I was a novice. I had

never set foot in the greenroom for of the play. There is no such
four years and now I'm directing a pressure on the Jesters' shows.
show. Anyone with this interest, Students may choose to present a
and some perseverance, can do it." play solely because of the nature of
Professor Roger Shoemaker of the work and the effect that it
the Theatre Arts Department might have on its audience."
stressed the artistic significance of
Schwimmer commented on this
the Jesters' productions. Professor idea, saying, "There's no pressure;
Shoemaker commented that the And to be honest, "Zoo Story" may
importance of these works rests in do better than a Department show
the fact that students are free to would, as there are no exexperiment.
pectations. The people in the show,
"These shows can exercise all of us, are speaking directly to
the right to fail. We (the Depart- the audience, our peers. We may
ment) give them as much time and be technically imperfect, but the
space as we can, and help if they spirit will be there in a way in
ask for it. but there is no which it might not be in a
philosophical connection between Department production."
the Department and the Jesters,"
Student drama at Trinity is a
Shoemaker asserted.
vital, exciting part > of the total
In fact, the Jesters' shows often theatre program. Freedom to
come closer to reaching their experiment with choice of plays,
audience on a personally effective mode of presentation, method of
level than many of the more direction, and means of perpolished
d e p a r t m e n t a l formance allow for a constant flow
productions. Students can, and of dramatic creativity. The Jesters
often do, choose to present plays provide the finances to insure that
which the Department is unable to the flow does not cease and
produce because of the very nature become stagnant. "In the Lap of
of the plays themselves. In the Gods" and "Zoo Story", when
choosing a play, the Department performed on March 14 and 15,
must be concerned with pragmatic will provide convincing evidence
considerations such as the number that the creative theatrical flow is,
of characters involved, the message indeed, continuing at Trinity
conveyed, and the universal appeal College.
This is the second of a three-part
series.

Poetry Reading
Russell Edson will give a poetry The Childhood of an Equestrian
reading . in Wean Lounge on (pub. Wesleyan Univ. Press, 1973).
Wednesday night, Feb. 22, at 8 In 1974 he received a Guggenheim
p.m. The public and all members of Fellowship.
the Trinity College community are
His poetry is fashioned as prose,
invited. The reading is co- yet there is a certain fantastic
sponsored by the Student quality about his work that often
Government Planning Board and defies interpretation. Subject
the Poetry Center. Admission is matter ranges from children to
free.
I
elephants back to children again,
Mr. Edson is the author of and the poems are filled with an
seven volumes of poetry including astonishing sense of the absurd.
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about the Nestles Corporation in
the third world, which will be
shown Wednesday, February 22, in
on Women
X JkJL%*. JLJLM. A\Jr JL JLJLJL QBM.%, JL\J' jLJkA PanelADiscussion
p anp l. nUr.nseinn
nn Wnm* nThe third
Tliftlunch
thirri time
lunchprogram
tim« nrr* Seabury 9-17 at 7 p.m. Admission is
in Health Careers will be held on sponsored by the Women's Center free. All are invited.
The 1978-79 Financial Aid Aid, explain the circumstances,
Thursday, February 23, 1978, at will be held this Thursday,
Application
Forms and and get a written extension of
The film exposes Nestles
7:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge. The February 23 at 12:30 p.m. in promotion of synthetic infant
Procedures are now available in the deadline.
panel is co-sponsored by the Alumni Lounge. Sherry Scollo will formula, in many parts of the
the Office of Financial Aid for
UNDER
NO CIRCareer Counseling Office and the give a demonstration of self- globe, as a substitute for breast
those undergraduates who are CUMSTANCES SHOULD THE
Women's Cente. Panelists include defense techniques. All women feeding. The result has been
presently not on aid. Students FAF BE FILLED OUT USING
a pediatrician, a midwife, and a welcome.
seeking renewal of their present ESTIMATED 1977 DATE; and
chronic and severe malnutrition.
public health administrator.
aid award will have had a packet Trinity Undergraduate Apsent to their on-campus post plications submitted without a
office boxes. The deadline for photostatic copy of the family's
An open meeting to discuss the
submitting the Trinity Un- I.R.S. 1040 will be considered
There will be a meeting of the
dergraduate
Form
and incomplete.
The Trinity Folk Society will Study Collective on Thursday, Senior Class Gift project will be
photostatic copy of the family's 2. Notari/ation of the Trinity
hold a meeting Thursday, February February 23 at 5:30 p.m. in the held from 7 to 8 p.m. tonight in
1977 Federal Tax Form has Undergraduate Application
23 at 7:30 pjn. in Wean Lounge. Women's Center. New members Alumni Lounge, Mather Campus
been extended to April 3.
Anyone interested in the infinite are welcome. Please call ext. 207 if Center. Interested seniors are
In order to further facilitate
Meanwhile, the deadline for the award process and "
possibilities of this group is urged you are interested but cannot in voted.
'•
Ideas submitted for the project
submission of the Financial Aid administrative burdt
to attend.
. .i the
attend the meeting.
will be reviewed.
,
Form to Princeton, New Jersey, Aid Office, students will be
is also April 3. Applicants who required to sign the application
fail to meet these deadlines and before a Notary Public and only
who do not have a written then submit the application to
The bi-3ingual reading of
Students for Music at Trinity
extension of time from the the Aid Office. If this is not
Spaniah and Latin-American
will present a Postlude on WedFinancial Aid Office will lose done, the application will be
The Sign Language Class begun poetry by Sr. Alfredo Gomez Gil
nesday, February 22, at 9:00 p jn. in
priority for funding. Finally, if returned to the student and
Garmany Hall (AAC). Kevin last semester wili be held accompanied bon classical guitar
your parents own or operate a considered late if not received
Hennessy, '79, will perform piano Wednesday nights at 7:30 in by Angel Sirera has been
business or farm, you should by April 3.
works by Debussy, Liszt, McCook 204. A beginning class in rescheduled for Wed., Feb. 22 at
request a copy of the Business
We are also in the process of
Moszkowski, and Mozart. A sign language will be offered 7:30 p.m. in Alumni Lounge.
and Farm Supplement.
developing a one-page loan note
reception will follow, and ad- through the Free University later in
NEW PROCEDURES AND that can be sent out with aid
the semester.
mission is free.
POLICIES
award letters. These two
Professor Painter, Chairman of
A number
of new changes should eliminate the
the History Department, will meet
procedures and policies have long lines for signing forms at
with freshmen and sophomores
been developed for next year registration.
A secretary is needed to work
The Connecticut Womens interested in the history major to
which, hopefully, will make the 3. Increase in Self-help
in the Student Government Office Educational and Legal Fund answer questions and review the
application process easier; ease
In accordance with the new
on Fridays. The hours are 1-5 and (CWEALF) needs volunteers to History Department programs. The
the Financial Aid Office's ad- minimum wage law increase,
the
pay is $2.31 per hour. II in- help out in the Hartford office, meeting will be in Wean Lounge on
ministrative burden; and there will be parallel increases
Monday, February 27 at 4:15 pan.
terested, call 247-4037.
located at 57 Pratt St.
respond to changing regulations in the amount of aid students
CWEALF
is
committed
to
and minimum wage laws. These will be expected to receive in
eliminating sexism through
are as follows:
the form of summer and termlitigation and through education.
a. The Common Form
time employment. Exact figures
After a training period, an
The PCS (Parents' Con- for these increases are presently
The Connecticut Publis Infidential Statement) has been being worked out.
terest Research Group (Conn- intern would help staff the Intake
replaced by the FAF (Financial
PIRG) is seeking a work-study and Referral program by assessing
All in all, the above changes
More information has recently
Aid Form) which is to be used should eliminate a' lot of the
student for the State Office in legal problems and making the
been obtained by the Office of
by both dependent and in- problems and paper work which
Hartford, Duties will consist mainly proper referrals.
The intern would also assist in
Educational Services & Records
dependent students for both have plagued the students and
of clerical work, but there will be
institutionally controlled funds the Financial Aid Office in 1977opportunities for research in researching and writing legal '• about the Beaver College Center
and the Basic Grant Program. 78. We hope to produce aid
consumer and environmental bulletins and in running for Education Abroad—London
Semester Program. It appears that
issues
and communication with workshops.
Students whose parents own
awards, more
accurately
Because of the training this program might be of interest,
government and citizens' groups.
and/ or operate a business or reflecting a family's financial
This is an excellent chance to learn required, the student should be especially to those students who
farm should request a Sup- situation much sooner. This
about public interest issues from prepared to commit 10 hours a wish to study in Great Britain for
plemental Form from the Office
should lead to less trips to the
one term only and be integrated in
the inside while avoiding the usual week to CWEALF.
of Financial Aid.
Office of Financial Aid to sign
classes with British students.
If
you
are
interested,
call
Joann
drudgery
of
washing
dishes
or
Because the FAF will be
papers and a quicker apCourses in Social Sciences and
Onacki at 247-6090.
shelving
library
books
for
workused to determine Basic Grant
plication of aid awards to next
Natural Sciences and Mathematics
study.
Call
the
ConnPIRG
State
Eligibility, parents and students
year's bills.
are available, but Literature, Art
Office at 525-8312 if you are inmust fill it out using 1977
Please direct any questions
History and History courses are
terested
in
the
position.
Federal Income Tax Date. If
concerning the 1978-79 aid
only available to classes composed
Intercultural
Studies
presents
your family's data will not be
application process to the Office
of
all American students.
the film, "Bottle Babies", a film
available.until after the stated
of Financial Aid at 203-527April 3 deadline, you should
3151, Extension 365 or 467.
contact the Office of Financial

A i d I nformation

Pa af Discussion

"

Folk Meeting

SMAT Fostlude

Lunch Program

Study Coliectiwe

Senlur Class Gift

Sign Language
Class

Bilingual Reading

History Majors

Secretary Needed

Equal Rights intern

Beaver College
Semester

Conn F3R0 Position

r

Bottle Babies

American Studies
Majors

Study in France
Anyone interested in studying
in Cassis, France, this summer, July
1 through August 15, please
contact Professor West immediately. The cost of the trip is
$1800, which includes round trip*
air fare, room and board, and two
academic credits.

Reading Tutors

r

The Maverick Corporation is a
nonprofit supported work program
which has recently initiated an
education program for those
working on the construction
project. Reliable arid patient
reading tutors are needed 3-5 hours
a week to work with individuals.
Supervision, evaluation and
training is provided. The
classroom, located at 35 Clark St.,
runs from 8:00 to 4:30 Mon.-Fri.
For more information, call Joseph
Schlosser at 249-0657.

weeks beginning Saturday, March
18. Admission is 75 cents and
skates are available free-of-charge.
Sessions are scheduled as follows:
Weekdays: 2:30-5:30 p.m.; 7:00-10
p.m.; weekends: 11:00-12:30 p.m.,
2:00-5:00 p.m., 7:00-10:00 p.m.

Volunteer Needed
A volunteer is badly needed to
drive a group of' boys from a
Hartford school to the YM.C.A.
and to supervise them from approximately 2:00-5:00 p.m. on
Wednesday afternoons. Transportation will be provided. If you
are at all interested, please contact
Ben Thompson (Box 890; 2495037).

Rome Campus

Applications to participate in
the 1978 Fall Semester Program of
the Barbieri Center/ Rome
Campus may be obtained in the
Office of Educational Services. The
application deadline is March 1,
The Colt Park Skating Rink, 1978, but early applications are
located off Wethersfield Avenue in encouraged.
Hartford, will be open for three

Skating Rink

Sophomores interested in the
American Studies major must
contact Professor Eugene Leach by
March 1. The American Studies
Program will have to limit the
number of sophomores accepted
into the major. Students who fail to
express their interest in the major
by March 1 will not be considered
for candidacy.

Summer Jobs
Information from the Council
on International Educational
Exchange in New York City
concerning summer jobs in France,
Great Britain, Ireland and Germany is available in the Office of
Educational Services & Records.

St. A's "Circles"
This Thursday, February 23,
1978, at 8:30, St. Anthony Hall will
conduct the first in a series of
monthly "circles." These "circles",
or informal discussions, will vary in
theme from Economics to Art
History. This Thursday's theme will
be Political Science, focusing on
the issue of the Panama Canal
treaties. The discussion will be lead
by guest professors Vohra,
Gastmann, and Reailly. Anyone
interested is invited to attend.

A career in l a w without lawschool.
What can yoii do with only a bachelor's degree?
Now there la a way to bridge the gap between an.
undergraduate education and a challenging, responsible
career. The Lawyer's Assistant is able to do work traditionally done by lawyers.
Three months of Intensive training can give you the
skills—the courses are taught by lawyers. You choose
one of the seven courses offered—cnoose the city in
which you want to work.
Since 1970, The Institute for Paralegal Training has
placed more than 2,000 graduates in law firms, banks,
and corporations in over 80 cities.
If you are a senior of high academic standing and are
interested in a career as a Lawyer's Assistant, we'd like
to meet you.
Contact your placement office for an interview with our
representative.
V\fe will visit your campus on:

Wednesday, March 1

The Institute for
Paralegal Training
235 South 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
(215) 732-6600
Operated by Para-Legal, Inc.
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Sports Scene From The Summit
by Nick Noble
Crowds are the subjects of today's column: Trinity crowds. But
this isn't your typical crowd piece. No drunken morons or loud,
obnoxious baiters of apposition and referees will be mentioned
here. Nor will this be a call to "bring out the fans" and "cheer your
team on." Save all that for another time. This is a simple plea: for
safety, and especially for children.
At .i basketball game last week a baby girl was playing at the top
of the stands when she lost her footing and fell between the
bleachers and the wall all the way to the floor. She walked out,
crying, bloodied and bruised, but otherwise alright. Still, it could
have been a different story.
I'm not going to attempt to place blame for this incident.
Accidents will happen, and we're all culpable. I do hope steps are
taken to prevent such opportunities for disaster by the Athletic
Department. Perhaps metal plates, similar to the ones between
each connecting bleacher, could be provided to close up the gap
between the stands and the wall. But they are the least at fault.
How often have you been to a basketball game in Ferris, and
seen multitudes of little kids between the ages of one and ten
cavorting about the stands basically unsupervised. "I've got my eye
on them" asserts one parent. Sure, one eye, the other on the game.
And an, eye isn't going to prevent a sudden fall or tumble. The hell
with worrying about a ten inch gap. Those steep hardwood steps are
just*as dangerous. I've slipped there myself, but I'm slightly bigger
and a little more practical.
. Kids are notoriously rambunctious and reckless when they feel
their parent or guardian is distracted. A little kid doesn't know that
a thirty foot fall can hurt, not until he/she gives it a try. And its not
just inside at Basketball games either. The Football stands offer
more opportunity for accident, and more than once I've held my
breath as I watched a little kid tear down those aluminum steps at a
pace that would break most adult ankles.
Maybe it takes an incident like last week's to shake us up a little.
Accidents can happen, but they shouldn't. Next time you see a child
zooming around the stands hell for leather, or wrestling in some
high distant corner, take a little initiative, Scoop 'em up, find their
parents, and give those "responsible guardians" a piece of your
mind. Either you watch a basketball game or you watch your kids.
Its your choice. It could have been a different story.
ON THE ROAD WITH THE ICEMEN
Bantam hockey is alive and well, if somewhat off the wall. The
slings and arrows of outrageous fortune that plague this season
have done little to dampen the sheer lunacy that sustains them
down their final home stretch and into a possible Tournament berth.
,team's finM road trip was consisted of a pair of rather
gjp^^toiS
tPl^e and Gold Gladiators ending, up on ,the
short side of the first. But this isn't about" the games. Its about the
bus rides before and after.
The Great Blizzard'Of 78 (about which we'll tell stories to
frighten our grandchildren) postponed the Bentley game. Division
III powerhouse Westfield State also had to call off their scheduled
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T5STS' to

contest. So with a display of courage and sportsmanship deserving
much respect Trinity agreed to meet the undefeated Statesmen at
the enemy's rink in Springfield.
Tense, apprehensive silence was the highlight of the trip north.
Short, terse questions concerning tactics and strategy punctuated
long, contemplative breathing.
The Springfield Olympia is the coldest place south of the
Pipeline. Struggling with pneumonia the handful of determined
Trinity fans (a good-sized turnout considering that most of the roads
were impassable without eight tiny reindeer) watched their heroes
fall 7-1. .
The bus ride back was hilarious. It featured a McDonald's stop
where an unidentified local couple provided entertainment as they
embraced passionately behind the palace of the golden arches while
the less gluttonous members of the team called out in loud
encouragement. For the remainder of the trip some lunatic lady
hockey writer chattered constantly about nothing in general, much
to the delight and confusion of those who managed to stay awake.
On the road to Quinnipiac was another thing entirely. First of all
the bus driver was a lunatic, albeit a pleasant one. And he'd
brought his girl friend along for the ride. Note: Trinity had never
won an away game when saddled with this particular driver.
A one-sided victory was anticipated. The atmosphere in the bus
was free and easy. L.J.. struggled through his biology, Bill Dodge
helping him with the more difficult two-syllable verbs of action
(reproduction being the chapter in question.) Coach Dunham and
Dick Ware entertained a lively discussion about the rosy financial
picture of Trinity hockey (note sarcasm, irony, and touch of wit).
Champion Skate Sharpener Caleb Koeppel and this reporter
engaged in an argument about some game played on skates with
sticks.
"Nick, you're enough of a moron to be on this team."
"But Caleb, I can't skate."
"See, you meet another qualification."
The rink reminded me of Disney World and my older brother's
pee wee days. The food was lousy, too. 12-1 was the final score, and
all two of the Trinity fans were thrilled. Bob (the bus driver) made it
inside for the final period.
"I stayed away 'cause I wanted to make sure I wasn't a jinx."
"RightBob," laughed Dodger, "I know those seats recline."
On the way back we talked about golf, and how Dunham used to
pick on Dodge when he was a freshman. Wacko figured out his
goals against, and the Russian flu (rumored to be a communist plot
to sabotage the Trinity hockey program) spread like wildfire.
Trinity hockey is alive and well: Caleb even got an assist.
j*********************************************************

This is the rah-rah type crowd piece. This Thursday night,
February 23rd, at 8:00, the Varsity Basketball team takes on the
Coast Guard Cadets. A very reliable source has informed me that
they're bringing down almost 200 uniformed fans, cheerleaders,
and a band. Let's not give them the home-court advantage in
Hartford. We can beat them. Your support is just as important as
any other phase of the game. Let's give them a good crowd cheering
for the right team! See you there.

-:: Horizons On Sport: *
The Games People Play

J

Sunset On
A Legend
by Nick Noble
On the morning of the last day
of his life, John Wesley Hardin of
El Paso, Texas, 42, lawyer,
strapped on the pair of colts he had
never been without, saveforthe
years he spent a prisoner fa exile.
On the evening of the last day of
hfa life, Muhammed Ah nee
Cassius Clay of Louisville, Kentucky, 36, Heavyweight Champion
of the World, strapped on the pair
of gloves that had been his whole
life,, save for the years he spent a
prisoner in exile.
When John Wesley Hardin was
still young, a wise old Texan had
warned him: "John, right now
you're the best there is. And if
you're lucky you'll live to be thirty.
But that's too old for a man who
kills for a living. You'd better hang
up those guns before that time,
'cause some day there will be
someone who is better."
But Hardin the gunfighter grew
old gracefully and forgot that sage
advice, for he had 'reformed'. Still
Hardin the lawyer wore those two
bright guns for he was, after all, still
John Wesley Hardin. And on that
hot, dusty Texas afternoon in 1895
a fiery young constable named Jack
Spelman won a test Of time and its
ravages as he shot and killed the
greatest gunman the west had ever
known: Hardin, John W., 42, from
the effects of a gunshot wound.
In the same way they had
warned Ali nee Clay to hang up his
gloves, to retire a champion. Bui
Cassius Clay the fighter grew old
gracefully and forgot that sage
advice, for he had 'reformed'. Still
Muhammed Ali the showman wore
those two bright gloves, for he was,
after all, still Cassius Clay. And
on that brilliant and noisy Las
Vegas night in 1978 H Serf young*-,
Marine named Leon Sp\nV.s
triumphed in another test of time
and its effects as he pounded into
history the greatest boxer the world
has ever known: Ali, Muhammed,
36, from the effects of old age.

More
Sports

by Nick Noble
explained the effects of strenuous
On Tuesday, Jan. 31, the staff of exercise (and lack of it) on
:
the Trinity. College Athletic smokers.
Department, as part of the Running was the principal form
Horizons program, presented "The of exercise discussed. How fast you
Games People Play", an active should or should not run, and how
investigation of ourselves, our much, depending on your physical
bodies, and how to keep them in make-up, how to make running fun
shape.
and interesting ("the psychological
Don Miller noted: "What we
Led by Professor Don Miller, is just as important to the runner as tried to do is to show that a lot of us
and with Joe South's "games people the physical") by selection of play games with our personal
play" providing a gentle musical clothing and shoes and constant fitness, and that this can be an
background, the large audience changing of routes; and which unsafe thing. There is a difference
was split up into four groups and muscles arid what systems are
between , exercise and being ">
rotated through a series of affected by running, both good and
proper condition. We tried to
demonstration lectures by various bad: all these areas were touched
demonstrate that there are ways to
members of the Phys. Ed. Staff.
upon in the hour and a half discover how you should and how
Slides were shown to point up program.
you "should not exercise. Have a
the dangerous effects of smoking:
Several students commented doctor check before you work out.
the causation of cancer and the upon the effectiveness of the
And that if done properly, getting
cutting down of your wind. Experts presentation.
in shape can be fun."
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Yale College Summer Term
May 28-August 15

In a ,

jveru n .
Attention Pre-Med Students
Study at Yale this summer and complete a year of
lecture and lab in:
Organic Chemistry
General Chemistry
General Physics
Plus a unique opportunity for Science Majors. An
integrated approach to the study of:
GENETICS AND BIOCHEMISTRY
For further information about summer term course
offerings write or call:
Summer Term Admissions
1S02A Yale Station <?C
New Haven, CT 06520
(203) 432-4229 .
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The Trinity College Swim
Squad dropped three straight
contests last week before picking
up a forfeit over Bryant College to
even up their record at 4-4 on the
season. Trin was crunched by
Central Conn. 80-33, torn up by
WPI 59-38, and edged by Babson
60-51. The team did not live up to
their predicted potential that they

Aqua-Men Sink To 4-4
might have generated...
Trinity battled against the
Green Goblins of Central Conn.
last Saturday afternoon. From the
first event on the card to the final
relay, the Goblins never eased the
pressure as they whipped the ducks
by fifty-one points. The Ducks
were paced by wins by Franck
"Lion" Wobst in the 50, Kent Reillv

Women's Basketball:

West field, Brown
Brutalize Bantams
The
Women's
Varsity
Basketball team lost two games this
week, dropping their record to 3-6
with four games remaining.
On Tuesday the Bants lost to
Westfield State 55-47. Despite only
a single point deficit at the half a
quick Westfield spurt and a dry
spell for the Bantams gave the
Staties a substantial lead, and
Trinity was forced to play catchup
ball.
Defensively the Bants played
pretty well, but offensively they
just could not get going. One bright
exception, however, was freshman
Lisa Bourget who had an out-

standing shooting day and posted a
career high 21 points.
Despite a brutal practice on
Wednesday, Brown brutalized the
Bants 61-41 on Thursday. Trinity
played dead even with Brown up to
the half, but once again they could
not get their offense rolling in the
final stretch. Cindy Higgins played
well and led all scorers with 16
points. Highlights of the game were
Candy Pluchino's first points of the
season on a fast break at the
buzzer, and an absolutely brutal
play by Debbie Davis and Anne
Madarasz as they attempted to get
Trinity back in the game.

in the 100, and Mikie Elgunise in
the 200 Back.
On Monday
nite,
Trin
parachuted into the lair of the
Whimpering Hounds of Whoopie
Tech. Whoopie established the
momentum in their favor by
winning the 400 yd. Medley Relay
and never relinquished the lead.
Hinton took the 200 TM as he
sacked his opponents but Whoopie
was up 29-14 at the Halftime break.
Elgunise and Scott Bowden swept
the 200 Back. Trin's free relay
quartet of Reilly, MacDonald, Joe
Lenny, and Hinton won but the
Whimpering Hounds had backdoored to a 59-38 win.
The most exciting meet of the
week took place Thursday against
the Brownmen of Babson College.
Trin's 400 yd. Medley Relay
quartet of Elgunise, Wobst,
Bowden, and MacDonald flushed

to a win. Calgi charged out to win would determine the winner of the
the 1000 yd. free while Rich meet. As the gun exploded, Coack
Katzman took third. Reilly, Wobst, "Rabs" Slaughter prayed and
and Hinton fought to second place Hinton touched in even with his
finishes in the 200 free, 50, and 200 Brownmen mate aftter 100 yds.
IM respectively. Brainerd dove to a The Brownmen pulled themselves
second in the required diving but to a slight lead that they maintained throughout the entire race.
Babson had the lead 27-25.
MacDonald stroked himself to Trin came in at 3:24.9, an ima second in the 200 Fly before pressive time, but one bodylength
Reilly and Hinton dramatically behind.
A forfeit by Bryant College
swept the slimey Brownmen in the
100 free to put Trin up 36-33. resulted in Trin's fourth win over
Bowden and Calgi garnered second the year. Trin faces the Lord Jeffs
place finishes in the 200 Bk and 500 of Ajnherst in their final home
free respectively. Wobst roared to meet of the year Friday nite, 7:00.
an impressive win the 200 Breast Be there, Alhoa.
while Ted Murphy pulled out a
Registration For
third. Brainerd took a second in the
4th Quarter
optional diving and the score stood
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Babson 53, Trin 51.
Feb. 2 7 - M a r c h 10
As Trin's free relay quartet
Lobby of Ferris Center
mounted the blocks in ecstasy,
9-12 a.m.
everyone knew that this event

Women's Squash Splits Pair

by Laura Fergusson
The Trinity Varsity Women
were defeated by Princeton 7-0 last
Saturday, Feb. 11. Due to the
illness of our number one player,
Marion DeWitt, the team consequently played one higher than
their norma.' position. It was a
tough loss, despite the strong efforts of the Trinity women.
Thursday night both Varsity
and JV met Brown. The match was
well-played by both teams; a good
victory for Trinity: Varsity 6-1 and
two breaststroke events, finishing JV 3-1. Some of the matches were
This past weekend a quintet of
8th in the 50 and 10th in the 100.
swimmin' women travelled to
The 200 Medley Relay team of
Boston College to participate in the
Montgomery, Jones, Tomlinson,
Intercollegiate New Englands. Lee
and Drew also made it to the finals
Mountford, Anne Montgomery,
and finished somewhere in the
Denise Jones, Joy Ann Tomlinson,
middle of the sixteen team pack:
and Lanier Drew were the intrepid
by John Mayo
the actual places are not yet
aqua-women who accompanied
The JV Basketball team saw
available.
coach Chet McPhee to the Howard
It was a tough tournament, with their record dip to 3-10 as they
Johnsons across the highway in
numerous representatives from the suffered another heartbreaking
Newton, Mass.
Big Colleges and the Ivies leading loss, 72-70, to WPI. The first half
Chet's Chicks looked good in a
the lists. Trinity, despite its small was close all the way. The biggest
couple of events. Sophomore Decontingent, made an admirable lead was 16-11, enjoyed by Trinity
midway through the first half.
nise Jones performed well in the
showing.
Trin's slight 35-34 edge at the half
was the result of a bucket by Bill
The 1978 Trinity College Bowling Tournament is here!
Gabor with 20 seconds remaining.
To enter simply fill out an entry form with the four people on
Woody Baird had an outstanding
your team. Please include phone and box number. All Trinity
20 minutes as he hit for 10 of his
students, faculty, staff and family, male or female, are eligible.
team high 14 markers, dished out a
All entries must be in to Peter Bielak, Tournament Director, Box
couple of assists, and pocketed
673 by Thursday, February 23.
several steals, Four of his 5 hoops
The special reduced fee for this tournament will be $1.00 per
were nifty drives to the basket.
person, per round. This fee will be for contestants in the
Also, John Ewing tossed in 6 points
tournament only. The tournament will be single-elimination,
off the bench.
with a 2 out of 3 game win to advance.
The second half saw more
The first round fre MUST BE TURNED IN WITH THE
seesaw action. The Bants fell
ENTRY FORM. Please include $4.00, in check or cash to cover
behind by 4 early in the half, but
all games bowled in that round, shoes, and prizes.
came back to take a 61-58 lead with
Bowling will start Monday February 27. Dates for the
only 5 minutes to play. However,
matches will be assigned throughout the week, with make-up
the visitors regained their 5»point
dates for teams that have time conflicts. If you have any
lead (72-67) with just a minute to
questions, call or write: Peter Bielak, Tournament Director, Box
play. Trinity struck back as John
673,522-1732.
Bertolini layed in a hoop and then

Women's Swimming
At New England's

very close. Nina McLane defeated
her opponent after 4 games, and
Kim Henning pulled out a victory
after 5 long games. Other matches
won by the Varsity were Leslie
McCuaig, Mimi Coolidge, Laurie
Fergusson, and Marion DeWitt.
On Saturday, the JV team was
defeated by Rosemary Hall, away.
Of the five matches, only Beth
Davison was victorious, beating
Danny Meagher's little sister,
Jennifer. It was definitely the
hardest match the JV has played.
Up and coming matches:

Varsity and JV go away to Williams
for a tri-match this Wednesday,
They will play Williams and Tufts.
The following Friday, there will be
a tri-match at HOME for the
Varsity at 3 p.m., against Smith and
Vassar. Also, Saturday morning,
for all you early birds at 9:30 a.m.,
the Varsity will play Franklin and
Marshall. Hope you'll come down
and support us! Just in case you'd
forgotten the team, will be going
down to Yale on Monday, Feb. 27,
to play the match that was postponed during the blizzard. Please
come!

Rocky Road For JV Bantams
hustled back on "D" to pick off a
long pass. Marshall Dudley then
made 1 of 2 free throws after being
fouled. Trin then missed an easy
lay-up that would have knotted the
score at 72-72. WPI then blew two
1-1 situations, giving Trinity an
added lift. However, the rally was
cut short when a Trin shot at the
buzzer fell shy of the mark. The
JV's put five men in double digitsEd Phelan (10), Dudley (13), Baird
(14), Gabor(lO), and Ewing (10).
Along with the loss to WPI, the
JV's suffered decisive setbacks
from Trinity Pawling, St. Thomas
Moore, and Wesleyan.
Finally, the club's record
dipped to 3-12 after a 71-66 defeat
at the hands of Queens. The
visitors jumped out to leads of 9-3,
19-9, and 26-13, and it appeared
Trin would get blown out of Ferris;
However, The Knights of Queens
graciously allowed Trin to get back
into the game via a plethora of
turnovers. Cashing in on the opponent's mistakes were Ed Phelan

A Week Of Wrestling
They dropped to Plymouth
State 15-32, and at Central. Conn,
In a couple of away matches fell 6-32. In the upcoming New
over Un-Open Period the Trinity Englands at Coast Guard the
Varsity Wrestling Team fought the
hard fight but lost twice, ending
their season with a 3-9 record.
by Nick Noble

Men's Squash
Drops Two
It was a heartbreaking week for
Men's Varsity Squash here at
Trinity as they dropped a pair to
Amherst and Williams.
The Racqueteers travelled to
Amherst, fought the good fght, and
succumbed in a 5-4 decision. It was
a close one all the way, The match
was tied up 4-4 with one contest
remaining. John Burchenal, ft 9 for
the Bantams, battled valiantly but
in vain, and the match was history.

Bantam grapplers will be represented by Co-Capt. Chip Meyers at
126, John O'Brien at 158, Dave
Brooks at 190, and Brian O'Donoghue at Unlimited.
Over the past weekend Trinity
sponsored the Junior Varsity New
Englands. For the Bantams Jim
Whelan, 118* Justin Maccarone
and Bob Herbst, 134, Connor
Seabrook and Eric Lewis, 142,
Dave Albin, 150, and Chris Mosca
at 167 wrestled.

(8 points), and Bill Gabor (6
points). Trinity's big men were
remarkably silent in the half, both
on the boards and in the scoring
column. As it was, Trin was fortunate to be down only 31-23 at the
half.
In the second half, Trinity
moved the ball much better, and
Marshall Dudley and John Bertolini awoke to score 19 of their 22
points for the game and to hit both
boards. This enabled Trin to take a
slim 64-63 lead with a few minutes
to play. But two turnovers in the
final 20 seconds spelled, defeat.
Phelan (14), Bertolini (13), Gabor
(12) and John Ewing (8) did most of
the scoring. The JVs are now 3-12.

All men interested In playing for
the TENNIS team this spring,
contact Roy Dath,
Ext. 436, Ferris Athletic
Center, before vacation.

On the courts of the Trowbridge
Memorial, the hordes;of Williams,
blew Trinity off the court 8-1;
Though several matches were
close, the final outcome was never
really in question. Andy Vermilye
was the lone victor for the Bants.
The Varsity record is now 6-5,
with tough matches against M.I.T.,
Princeton, and Army, before the
Nationals in March.
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Hockey Takes Two Of Four
by Nancy Lucas
The Trinity Hockey Team had a
good week as they demolished
Qunnnipiac 12-1, and Ramapo 7-0,
with disappointing losses coming at
the hands of Westfield State 7-1,
and UConn 4-1.
On Saturday, after games were
cancelled with Bentley and
Nichols, Westfield State challenged
the Bants to a contest at the
Olympia in West Springfield. The
first period was slow-moving, with
neither team looking very impressive. Goalie Ted Walkowicz
was outstanding though, and
Westfield State had only a 1-0 lead
when the first period buzzer
sounded.
In the second period, however,
penalties were Trinity's downfall as
Westfield State scored 4 power
piay goals. After that, the game was
quite one-sided, but George
Brickley prevented the shutout
when he scored on a third period
power play with assists going to
Dana Barnard and Tom Lenahan.
Final score: Westfield State 7,
Trinity 1.
On Monday, the Bants made up
for the loss in a rescheduled game
with Quinnipiac at Hamden. Bob
Plumb led the scoring with three
goals and four assists, followed
closely by George Brickley with six
points. Hank Finkenstaedt scored
hiis first and second goals of the
.season, great rewards for a game
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spectacular defensive game.
The first period opened with a
goal by Rick Margenot, assisted by
Dave Martin and Brickley. George
then got his first of three, shorthanded, with the lone assist going
to Bob Plumb. Soon after that, Bill

Dodge roused the crowd (both of
them) when he too off on a
breakaway, and I'm sure Dodger
has nightmares about the "one that
got away." Tom Lenahan closed
out the first period with a goal
assisted by Dave Johnson.
Brickley's second goal was
almost a carbon copy of his first,
and Bob Plumb followed with a
tally of his own. Hank Finkenstaedt
scored his first of two, on assists by
Tqm Keenan and Clint Brown.
George Brickley got his hat trick,
again being assisted by Bob
Plumb, and 20 seconds later, Peter
Lawson-Johnston made the score 81 at the end of the second period.
FLnkenstaedt's scored again in
the third period with C a l e b
Koeppel (that's right, C a l e b
Koeppel!) and Bob Plumb on the
assists. A dynamic effort by Bob
Plumb resulted in an unassisted
goal. Larry Rosenthal, determination etched upon his face,
skated from one end of the ice to
the other, and scored a much
deserved goal. Bob Plumb scored
his hat trick on the last goal of the
game, making the score 12-1 in
Trinity.
Wednesday's game against Div.
II UConn was a heartbreaker,
especially for goalie Walkowicz,
who made 24 saves in the third
period alone, playing one of the •
best games this reporter has seen
all season. In the third period, Clint
Brown scored the lone Trin goal,
bv»t UConn picked up three to
;
cliticbi the 'win, 4-1. The penalty
killing of Charlie LaLone,
especially the third period, should
be commended.
On Saturday, the Ramapo
College hockey team made the
long journey from New Jersey only
to meet up with the big, booming

LeaflhaB takes dm face-off la the Trinity end. lam Chaw [26], Sam Gamy [22], Bob Plumb, and goalie
photo by Mary Lee Sole
Ted Walkowicz tense for action.
shot of Bob Plumb. Plumb scored
three goals in Trinity's win over
Ramapo, 7-1. Wacko also played
well to preserve hisfirst (and so far
only) shut out of the season.
As it t u r n e d out, Trinity
clinched the game when Tom
Chase scored early \n the 'first
period, His long-awaited second
goal of the season came when
Larry Rosenthal saved the puck at
the blue line and fed it to Chase in
the corner. On a beautiful play,
Chase brought the puck out and
lifted it over the fallen goalie. After
being tormented by a few tricky

shots by George Brickley and Jack
Slattery, the' Ramapo netminder
relented and gave up a goal to Bob
Plumb, his first of the night.
Plumb's second and third goals,
the former coming on a devastating
shot from the blueline and the
latter on a lightening fast wrist
shot, came in the second period
with a tally by George Brickley
sandwiched in between.
Ahead 5-0, Tom Lenahan
scored when Tom Chase stole the
puck, Larry Rosenthal picked it up
and threw it towards the Ramapo
goal, where Lenny shot it into an

eagerly awaiting net. Clint Brown
closed out the scoring with an
unassisted short-handed goal, when
he completely baffled the Ramapo
defensemen with his stickwork.

This coming week is M important one for the Bantams, On
Wednesday, the Glastonbury
Arena should be packed as Trinity
takes on Wesleyan at 8 p.m. Oa
Friday they meet Lehigh, at 3:30,
and on Saturday, they make up the
game against Bentley, at 7:30, both
games being at HOME.

Heartbreak Week For Varsity Basketball
by John Mayo
It was a good week for Bantam
Basketball. Although they split
four games, they ran their winning
streak to three (and four out of
five] before dropping a close pair
to WPI and Wesleyan: both by one
point margins.
The Trinity hoop team continued their climb back to
respectability by sweeping a pair of
close and exciting ball games from
two Maine clubs. In less than 24
hours, Bowdoin (89-86) and Bates
(85-S3) became the fourth and fifth
victims, Trinity played to their
Strength—good
aggressive
defense—which caused a batch of
turnovers. Bowdoin gave up the
ball no less than 22 times.
Artie Blake was high man in
both contests with 19 points. A
close second went to Dave Whalen
who tallied one less than Blake
against Bates while matching his
output against Bowdoin. Dave
also hauled down 9 boards against
the Polar Bears. Also, Larry Wells
did a little bit of everything against
Bowdoin. Besides his 15 points (13
in the second half) the 5'10" guard
pulled down 11 rebounds and
handed out 8 assists. He also
chipped in with 10 points against
Bates. Jack Thompson too was a
vital force. He had a combined 21
points and hit 5 out of 6 shots
-against Bowdoin.
'
Crucial points were supplied by
Willie Rosshirt who layed in a big
bucket vs. Bowdoin and provided
the margin ot victory against Bates
when he calmly sank both ends of a
crucial 1-1 situation.

Finally, Steve Krasker continued his fine clutch play with a
steal, lay-up, assist and 2 free
throws in the final three minutes of
the Bowdoin game. He had 14
points in that contest.
Monday night, before a very
vocal crowd, the Bants lost a tough
overtime decision to WPI, 73-72.
The initial half followed the pattern
of the two Maine games in that the

score was close all the way, WPI
opened up a 35-30 advantage with 2
minutes to play but four free
throws by Kackie Thompson in as
many attempts along with a 'Larry
Wells' bucket left Trin behind only
_ 37-36. Both teams shot equally
" poorly from the field (Trinity 32%,
WPI 34%). However, part of WPI's
shooting, difficulties can be attributed to some aggressive Trin
defense which forced several WPI
airballs to the delight of the partisan crowd. Dave Whalen led
Trinity with 9 points, and Larry
Wells helped out with 8 markers.
Captain Paul "Bake" McBridei
sparked the home club with a
pretty bank shot, 5 points, and a
couple of steals.
Trinity jumped out to an early
lead in the second half when Coach
Harman noticed WPI was leaving

the weak side baseline un- pan the very next night at
p r o t e c t e d . Trin exploited this Wesleyan. A seemingly stale 59-54
weakness to go from a 38-37 lead to lead with just under 2 minutes to
a 48-40 count, Three hoops by play evaporated and Trinity rode
Artie Blake highlighted the surge. home with another tough-toHowever, the Trinity lead was swallow 1-point loss 60-59. The
quickly overcome by WPI. With Bantams are now 1-2 against their
the score 69-69 and a minute to arch enemies.
play in regulation time, the visitors
Wesleyan opened up a 34-25
put the ball in the freezer in hopes lead with four minutes before
of getting the last shot. The intermission, but Trin roared back
strategy backfired, though, when with 8 unanswered points to trail
Thompson made an alert in- only 34-33. George Smith came off
terception of a WPI pass. Now it the pines to score 6 of the 8 points.
was Trin's turn to work for the In the second half, Smith added
winning hoop. But they too turned three more buckets, giving Trinity
the ball over with 9 seconds to go the five-point bulge that turned out
on a questionable traveling call. to be too little. A couple of turWhen WPI missed several shots, novers down the stretch aided the
the game went into overtime .
Cardinals. Larry Wells and Smith
In OT, Trin controlled the tap paced the attack with 15 markers
and proceeded to run their version apiece.
of the four corners. They worked it
After 2 straight tough defeats,
effectively for 2 minutes when Trin was crushed by Nationally
Whalen saw an opening and drove ranked (Div. Ill) Brandeis, 101-72.
to the hoop. He was fouled on the The score was 19-2 Brandeis before
play, and made one out of two Trin came alive to miraculously
attempts. Thompson then dropped trail only 43-340 at the half.
in a pair of free throws, giving Trin However, the winners started the
a 72-69 advantage. After WPI and on Saturday, they make up the
scored Trin ;again. stalled for a first as they went on a 24-2 tear to
couple of minutes. This time, Steve put the game on ice. Dave Whalen
Krasker went to the line. However, (14) and Larry Wells (10) again
this shot was short, and WPI scored paced the offensive attack.
the winning hoop with 10 weconds
Trinity's record slipped to 5-12
left to play. A last second shot from after a 91-87 loss to Queens. The
the deep right corner by Whalen first half was marked by offensive
was short, and Trinity's 3-game fouls, sloppy play, and very little
winning streak was history.
defense. On the positive side,
Whalen scored 22 points while Trinity did a good job in setting up
Wells and Blake both had a dozen. Dave Whalen for his 14 first half
Jackie Thompson contributed 11 points. Also, Artie Blake added a
markers.
dozen markers to enable the home
Trinity was back in the frying team to take a 46-41 halftime lead.

Queens quickly caught up ui
the second half and made m
contest another nailbiter until tne
Knights went to their spread otfense. This popular tactic allow
Queens to open up a 90-81 m
with little over a minute t o , m
Blake had 26 points (season wgw
before exiting with 5 fouls, *b*
Whalen ended up with 25 mark^
Larry Wells tossed in 12 f
Trinity's horrendous 5-18
shooting in the second half i
the defeat.

Indoor Track
.
Trinity's informal Indoor Trad
team took on some tough compe
tion against Coast Guard
Central Conn, in New London an
came up on the very short end oi
104-55-11 score.
Still, the team's overall ^
formance was an impressiv
provement Brett Maclnnes£efl
2nd in the high jump and.too «
in the triple jump. Rick Wang «m
in third in the high hurdle^ J ^
Mather garnered 4th
35 lb. weight. Moose
second in the shot,
took 8 seconds off his
finishing 3rd. Al Magoun tooK
seconds off his 2 mile t ^ e . h.s
Paul Sperry improved up°"
quarter.
Bantam
Sickness plagued the Baj« ^
trackmen, and only nine wen:
to the meet, entering only W
events. Still and all an
^ .
performance considering tn*
ships. And lets hope*»';.*
spring.

